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INTRODUCTION

In November 1994 Market Trends were commissioned by Gallaher to carry out a usage and

attitude study of the cigarette market confined to smokers aged 18-24 years .

It is of concern to Gallaher that Marlboro KS and Marlboro Lights are doing particularly well

amongst the 18-24 age group, whilst Silk Cut has suffered recent losses . In particular, Silk

Cut Extra Mild and Silk Cut Ultra Low seem to have had little impact upon young smokers,

with very limited numbers smoking them .

Research is required to understand the prevailing attitudes of young smokers towards cigarette

smoking, and how these along with self perceptions/motivations relate to brand choice. There

is also a need to assess the brand image of Gallaher and key competitor brands amongst

young smokers .

As part of this study we carried out a segmentation analysis to identify the different groupings

which exist in terms of attitudes to smoking and lifestyles/self perceptions/motivations . This

analysis - which involved the use of cluster analysis techniques - will be reported upon

separately . This report is concerned with summarising the awareness (both brand and

advertising), usage and brand imagery data collected in the study . In addition we have

examined the profiles of smokers of the main brands in terms of their attitudes to smoking

and their self perceptions/motivations .

The study was carried out nationally amongst 640 cigarette smokers (2 or more per day) aged

18-24 years . Fieldwork took place between November 24th and December 7th 1994, with

the Technical Appendix giving fuller details on the sampling procedure . A copy of the

questionnaire is included in the Appendix .

We begin this report with a summary of overall findings which is followed by a more detailed

commentary . The computer tabulations have been separately supplied to Gallaher .



SUMMARY

	

Section
Reference

B&H Special Filter
1 .1

1 .

	

B&H Special Filter is by far the most well known brand
amongst 18-24 year olds - its 94% spontaneous awareness
level being well ahead of Silk Cut KS (70%) and Embassy
No.1 KS (68%).

	

54% of 18-24 year olds correctly identify

	

3
B&H Special Filter as the top selling cigarette in the UK, but
there is less conviction about it being the most widely
smoked by 18-24 year olds specifically, with only 38%
opting for it (although this does increase to 64% in London
& South East).

2.

	

50% of our sample spontaneously recalled seeing the brand
advertised recently, (with no other brand apart from Silk Cut
KS (43%) approaching this level of recall . Proven recall

	

4
splits down equally between recall of the Gratis and
Crossword campaigns .

3 .

	

Attitude characteristics of B&H Special Filter smokers are
their requirement for a stronger cigarette, their low price

	

5, 7
consciousness and the negative views they express of low tar
cigarettes . In terms of lifestyle/self perception, B&H Special
Filter smokers are fairly typical of 18-24 year olds generally,
although they do tend to have a 'live for today' attitude and a
relatively low concern with environmental, health and dietary

	

8
issues . They also tend to express a 'buy British' attitude and
enjoy idle/self indulgent holidays .

4 .

	

The image of B&H Special Filter is very favourable amongst
young smokers, with it the top ranked brand by a wide

	

6 .1
margin . Embassy No.1 is the brand to which B&H Special
Filter is closest linked, whilst Regal KS also offers some
potential for gaining new recruits . In comparison with the

	

2
two Imperial brands, B&H Special Filter is particularly seen
as a more fashionable brand, with a classy and expensive
looking pack . This imagery will obviously not be appropriate
to all smokers, but importantly B&H Special Filter also
scores very well on the 'for people like me' attribute . The

	

6.2
image of B&H Special Filter is clearly of a stronger cigarette
and allied to this it tends to be seen as more for men.



SUMMARY (continued)

	

Section
Reference

5.

	

The favourable image of B&H Special Filter is not just a
result of its high level of usage amongst 18-24 year olds,

	

6.2
with it enjoying a particularly favourable image amongst non
users . This gives encouragement for future growth prospects,
although to many smokers the brand will be seen as too
strong a smoke. Users of the brand particularly score B&H
Special Filter highly on the pack attributes and for its
association with successful people .

Embassy No.1 KS

6.

	

Embassy No.1 KS and B&H Special Filter are closely linked,
with smokers of both brands most commonly nominating the

	

2
other as the brand they would change to if their current brand
was taken off the market . Embassy No .1 KS does seem to
enjoy the prospect of further growth potential, with it
attracting a higher than expected number of votes as the
brand smokers would change to if their current brand was
taken off the market .

7 .

	

Embassy No.1 smokers express the most negative views
towards cheaper cigarettes, although not emerging as very

	

5
image conscious (i.e . strongly rejecting the idea that smoking
still has a touch of glamour, and not accepting that expensive
brands look prestigious) . They are also the least likely to be
concerned about 'lighter living' and related to this reject the

	

8
idea of drinking low alcohol beers and lagers . Whilst having
a rather 'live for today' attitude, the eating of foreign food
and 'splashing out on a good meal' is not something they
would particularly want to do.

8 .

	

As regards the image of Embassy No.1, the brand scores
higher than Regal KS for being the modern way of smoking,
a fashionable brand and a brand you see advertised a lot

	

6.2
(even though proven recall of its advertising is in actuality
low) . Embassy No.1 KS is also more associated with men
than Regal KS, and a negative is its image of being rather
harsher tasting .



SUMMARY (continued)

	

Section
Reference

Regal KS

Regal KS enjoys very high spontaneous awareness in the

	

1 .1
northern half of the country, where at 82% it is the 2nd most
well known brand after B&H Special Filter . Furthermore

	

3
38% of smokers in these regions regard it as the brand most
commonly smoked by 18-24 year olds .

1() .

	

Characteristics of Regal KS smokers are their commitment to
smoking, the low importance they attach to

	

5
advertising/packaging and their low level of experimentalism .
Their brand requirements give some support to the latter,
with an expensive looking pack and associations with

	

8
successful people not being sought by Regal KS smokers .
More generally, Regal KS smokers tend to be fashion and
appearance conscious, and express a liking for idle/indulgent
holidays (e .g . just 'eat, drink and lie in the sun') .

11 .

	

In the northern half of the country, Regal KS comes a close
2nd to B&H Special Filter in terms of its overall image, with

	

(i.2
it scoring well for being a straightforward/unpretentious
brand, which is less harsh tasting than its Gallaher rival .
B&H Special Filter enjoys a much more 'up-market' image
(e.g . with its expensive and classy looking pack and its
association with successful people), but many Regal smokers
will reject this imagery whilst also finding B&H Special
Filter too strong a smoke . 'Plus' points for the Gallaher
brand (in the northern half of the country) also include its
higher rating than Regal KS for fashionability, being the
modern way of smoking and an interesting brand .



SUMMARY (continued)

	

Section
Reference

Marlboro KS

12.

	

Marlboro KS enjoys a good level of awareness in London &
South East (62%) where it improves from its 5th rank

	

1 .1
position nationally, to 3rd place behind B&H Special Filter
(95%) and Silk Cut KS (79%) . The brand also enjoys
particularly high 'top of mind' awareness (71%n) amongst
graduates/undergraduates, of whom 38% consider Marlboro
KS to be the brand most commonly smoked by 18-24 year

	

3
olds (vs only 8% responding likewise amongst all 18-24
year olds) .

13 .

	

Marlboro smokers emerge as the most individualistic in terms
of their brand requirements, with a clear need expressed for a
strong cigarette and greater acceptance of a harsher taste .
The requirement is also for a brand which is more for men

	

7
and for successful people, but Marlboro smokers are well
below average in their desire to smoke a brand which you see
more of nowadays.

14 .

	

Advertising emerges as being very relevant to Marlboro KS
smokers, who are the most inclined to say that they 'like to
see advertisements for my brand' and for their brand to have

	

5
advertising which is 'interesting and different' . Marlboro KS
smokers are concerned about lighting up in social situations,
and express the highest desire to eventually give up smoking .
Currently though, they do not feel under any particular
pressure to do so.

15 .

	

It is on the lifestyle/self perception/motivation measures
included in the study that the distinctiveness of Marlboro KS
smokers particularly comes through . Firstly they like to keep
themselves informed (i.e . by keeping up with developments
in technology and reading the financial pages), whilst they
reject the idea of idle/self indulgent holidays and prefer to

	

8
take holidays 'off the beaten track' . Furthermore whilst
having a 'live for today' attitude and enjoying pubs, drinking,
eating out and foreign food, the Marlboro smoker is not
irresponsible . Apart from trying to keep themselves
informed, they express concern about environmental and
'lighter living' issues . They further show their individualism
by not expressing overdue concern about their appearance or
keeping up with the latest fashions .



SUMMARY (continued)

	

Section
Reference

16 .

	

Turning now to the image of Marlboro KS, the brand comes
only 4th in the rank order of premium non low tar king size
brands in terms of their overall image scores . The position
of Marlboro KS is depressed by perceptions of it being a

	

6.2
harsh smoke and its low score for smoking enjoyment .

	

It is
also clearly seen as a particularly strong cigarette . This
product image will certainly be a factor in explaining the
relatively high rejection the brand has suffered amongst

	

1 .2
trialists and the low rating on the 'for people like me'
attribute .

17 .

	

The image of the brand is, of course, very masculine and it
enjoys a relatively high association with successful people .
The image of Marlboro becomes increasingly more

	

6.2
favourable, as one looks within men, ABC1's and particularly
graduates/undergraduates . Amongst the latter, it scores
particularly highly on the 'for people like me' attribute, whilst
its rating in terms of being a fashionable and interesting
brand is more positive than for any other brand . Finally, the
very favourable image of Marlboro KS amongst its users
merits attention, with it highly rated for its association with
successful people, its classy looking pack and its perception
of being an interesting brand .

Lambert & Butler KS

18 .

	

We did not measure the image of Lambert & Butler KS in
the study, but with the brand enjoying high usage - one in
six of our sample of 18-24's claiming to smoke it most or
quite often - it is worthy of some attention . Smokers of the
brand appear very distinct although for the most part in a
predictable way. Firstly they are clearly the most price

	

5
conscious of any of the brand user groups we identified, with
this reflected in their general enthusiasm for special

	

8
offers/competitions . Their requirement is clearly not for a
classy and expensive looking pack, nor for a brand associated

	

7
with successful people . As regards their lifestyle, Lambert &
Butler KS smokers express no particular liking for foreign
food or for 'splashing out' on a good meal or paying more for

	

8
a good quality wine, with this allied to an expressed tendency
to 'buy British' .



SUMMARY (continued)

	

Section
Reference

Rothmans KS

19 .

	

This brand is very unappealing to young smokers, with it
having a very unfavourable image . In particular it scores

	

6.2
very badly on the 'for people like me' attribute and for
fashionability . Following on from this the brand is not
associated with young people, and is very much seen as a
brand you see less of nowadays .

20 .

	

The brand suffers from high rejection amongst trialists, and it
certainly does not score well for smoking enjoyment with it

	

6.2
tending to be seen as a harsh smoke .

Gauloises Blondes

21 .

	

Awareness of Gauloises Blondes is currently very low at

	

1 .1
26% on a prompted basis (although notably higher amongst
graduates/undergraduates - 49%). Furthermore, Gauloises
Blondes do not seem well placed to make headway, with it

	

1 .2
suffering very high rejection amongst smokers who have
actually tried it whilst its image is currently extremely
unfavourable .

22 .

	

In particular Gauloises Blondes is seen as harsh tasting and
not an enjoyable smoke and scores very poorly on the 'for
people like me' attribute . It is also seen as a rather

	

6.2
pretentious brand . ABCFs and particularly
graduates/undergraduates are rather less hostile towards the
brand, but its image remains unfavourable with it again not
associated with 'people like me' or younger smokers
generally .

Silk Cut KS

23 .

	

Silk Cut KS, at 70%, enjoys the 2nd highest level of

	

1
spontaneous awareness amongst 18-24 year olds, behind
B&H Special Filter (94%).

	

No other low tar brand enjoys a
high level of spontaneous awareness, with Marlboro Lights
doing next best at 21% . The Silk Cut advertising helps keep
the brand 'top of mind' with spontaneous advertising

	

4.1
awareness being a remarkable 43% (vs 50% for B&H
Special Filter) amongst young smokers .



SUMMARY (continued)

	

Section
Reference

24.

	

Predictably Silk Cut KS enjoys the most favourable overall
image within the low tar sector, with it particularly scoring
more highly than Marlboro Lights for being a brand you see

	

6.3
more of nowadays, a fashionable brand and for not being
harsh tasting . Additionally Silk Cut KS has a much more
female image than Marlboro Lights . Growth potential for the
brand does, however, seem rather limited amongst 18-24

	

2
year olds, with only 6% of the total sample nominating Silk
Cut KS as the brand they would change to if their current
brand was taken off the market . B&H Special Filter and
Embassy No.1 KS smokers wishing to change to a lower tar
brand would seem the best prospects for gaining new recruits .

25 .

	

In terms of lifestyle/self perception/motivations, Silk Cut KS
smokers are very distinct . In contrast to B&H Special Filter
smokers they are concerned about environmental, health and
dietary issues, whilst their ideal holiday is not to 'eat, drink
and lie in the sun' . Though tending not to be very
experimental in trying new drinks, Silk Cut KS smokers
enjoy foreign food and are prepared to pay more for a good
quality wine . In a number of respects - i.e . concern with the
environment, 'lighter living', rejection of idle/self indulgent
holidays, and a liking for foreign food - smokers of Silk Cut
KS express similar attitudes to Marlboro KS smokers, even
though their smoking requirements are, of course, very
different .

Silk Cut Ultra Low

26.

	

One has to begin by stating the obvious that Silk Cut Ultra
Low occupies the most extreme position in being seen a
brand which is mild, not harsh tasting and more for women .

	

6.3
Less predictable though is the good response to the pack
where it matches Marlboro Lights in terms of having a
classy, expensive looking pack . It is seen though as a more
straightforward/unpretentious brand than Marlboro Lights, a
brand you see more of nowadays and the modern way of
smoking.

27 .

	

Marlboro Lights is, however, seen as a more interesting
brand than Silk Cut Ultra Low and predictably scores higher

	

6.3
for smoking enjoyment . Encouragement can though be taken
from the relatively high association of Silk Cut Ultra Low
with younger people, which is on a par with Marlboro Lights,
with only B&H Special Filter and Silk Cut King Size scoring
better .



SUMMARY (continued)

	

Section
Reference

Marlboro Lights

28 .

	

Marlboro Lights is the 2nd most well known low tar brand,
with a spontaneous awareness of 21%.

	

Remarkably though,

	

1
this 'top of mind' awareness increases to 51% amongst
graduates/undergraduates . Evidence that Marlboro Lights
poses a big threat to Silk Cut KS amongst the educated
classes is further provided by its 27% usage level (most
often/quite often) vs 32% for Silk Cut KS .

29 .

	

In their attitudes to smoking, Marlboro Lights smokers are
predictably above average in terms of both health anxiety and
concerns about lighting up in social situations . But whilst

	

5
they are the least likely to agree that they will 'always smoke
cigarettes' they do not feel under a lot of pressure to give up
currently .

30 .

	

Marlboro Lights enjoys a favourable image, with it scoring
well for its classy and expensive looking pack and its
perception as an interesting brand . As already commented

	

6.3
upon, Marlboro Lights is though perceived as harsher tasting
than Silk Cut KS although not to an excessive degree .

31 .

	

The Marlboro Lights image is particularly favourable
amongst graduates/undergraduates, where in overall terms its

	

6.3
image can be said to be more favourable than Silk Cut KS.
In particular Marlboro Lights is seen as a more interesting
brand, with a classier and more expensive looking pack, and
a more enjoyable smoke. The image of Marlboro Lights
amongst its users is also very positive, with its pack and its
association with younger and successful people and its image
of being an interesting brand the key contributors .

32 .

	

Like Silk Cut KS smokers, Marlboro Lights smokers are
concerned about environmental/health issues, reject idle/self
indulgent holidays and are prepared to pay more for a good
quality wine . Other characteristics which apply to Marlboro
Lights smokers specifically, are rejection of the idea to 'buy
British' whilst they are above average in their desire to keep
informed and in the importance they attach to their jobs .



Camel Mild

Regal Filter and Embassy Filter

SUMMARY (continued)

	

Section
Reference

33 .

	

This brand, like Gauloises Blondes, has suffered a very high

	

1 .2
level of rejection amongst young smokers who have tried it .
Its image conflicts with its low tar status, with it seen as

	

6.3
strong and harsh tasting and more for men. Clearly one can
argue that there is a place in the market for a low tar brand
with a very different image to a quintessential low tar brand
like Silk Cut KS, but other image characteristics of Camel
Mild (namely its perceived rather cheap looking pack, and its
poor showing for fashionability and being the modern way of
smoking) suggest that it is not the brand to assume such a
mantle . In defence of Camel Mild, it can be said that its
image is much more favourable amongst
graduates/undergraduates but the same is true of Marlboro
Lights in a much more positive way .

34 .

	

Regal Filter enjoys a much more favourable image than its
sub king size competitor Embassy Filter . In particular it is

	

6.4
much more associated with 'people like me' and younger
smokers, whilst also being seen as a more fashionable and
interesting brand. Regal Filter is perceived as a stronger
smoke than Embassy Filter, but this seems a positive point
with it also scoring higher for smoking enjoyment . Finally,
although in no way an extreme positioning, Regal Filter also
is rated more highly than Embassy Filter for its pack, which
is seen as more classy and less cheap looking .



PENETRATION

Bracketed figures above are the percentage of trialists of a brand saying they
would not buy the brand again .

Spontaneous
awareness

(640)

Prompted
awareness

(640)

Ever
bought

(640)

Rejected
brands

(640)

B&H Special Filter 94 100 90 7 (7)

Silk Cut KS 70 100 64 15 (23)

Embassy No .1 KS 68 97 63 5 (9)

Regal KS 52 91 52 3 (6)

Marlboro KS 48 98 44 16 (37)

Rothmans KS 36 95 32 1() (32)

Embassy Filter 32 89 31 7 (21)

Marlboro Lights 21 85 32 7 (21)

Silk Cut Ultra Low 16 84 20 7 (35)

Camel Mild 6 81 23 12 (53)

Regal Filter 9 73 21 2 (9)

Gauloises Blondes 2 26 7 3 (49)



1 . PENETRATION

1 .1 Awareness

Brand penetration was measured in the survey in terms of spontaneous

and prompted awareness, brands ever bought and rejection (i.e. brands

ever bought which would not buy again). The table opposite

summarises findings here for the 12 brands included on the brand

photograph .

B&H Special Filter achieved a 94%n spontaneous awareness level amongst smokers

aged 18-24 years, with Silk Cut KS (70%) and Embassy No.1 KS (68%) some way

behind in 2nd and 3rd spot (although both obviously enjoying very good 'top of mind'

awareness) . Regal KS (52%) and Marlboro KS (48%) come next in the rank order

ahead of Lambert & Butler KS (44%) and Berkeley Superkings (4()%) . The 'top 10'

brands in terms of spontaneous awareness are completed by Rothmans KS (36%),

John Player Special (36%) and Embassy Filter (32%), although there is probably an

element of confusion in the latter recall with Embassy No.1 KS.

It is a well established fact that brand and advertising awareness tends to be at its

highest amongst young people, and here we are talking generally not just within the

cigarette market . This is confirmed here, with the 18-24 year olds in our survey

remarkably recalling 10 brands on average at the spontaneous awareness question .

The table opposite only includes the brands featured on the brand photograph, but

spontaneous awareness levels for other brands (recalled by 9% or more of

respondents) are as follows :

(640) (640)
Spontaneous awareness
Lambert & Butler KS 44 Consulate Menthol 12
Berkeley Superkings 40 Dorchester KS 12
John Player Special 36 Raffles 100's 12
John Player Superkings 24 Camel Lights 11
Rothmans Royals 23 Kensitas Club KS 11
B&H Superkings 21 Lambert & Butler Lights KS 11
Camel 17 Marlboro Lights 100's t 1
Silk Cut Extra Mild 16 B&H Superkings Lights 10
Silk Cut 100's 15 Berkeley Superkings Mild 10
B&H Special Mild KS 15 Berkeley Superkings Menthol 9
Embassy Mild KS 15 Red Band (any) 9
B&H 100's 14



SPONTANEOUS AWARENESS X R.G REGIONS

SCOTLAND/NORTH/NORTH (262)
WEST/YORKSHIRE & (132)
HUMBERSIDE MIDLANDS/ANGLIA

B&H Special Filter 92 B&H Special Filter 96
Regal KS 82 Embassy No.l KS 83
Embassy No.1 KS 66 Silk Cut KS 72
Silk Cut KS 63 Lambert & Butler KS 50
Berkeley Superkings 51 Berkeley Superkings 47
Lambert & Butler 45 Embassy Filter 47
Marlboro KS 44 Rothmans KS 37

Marlboro KS 36
(182)

LONDON/SOUTH EAST %

(64)
B&H Special Filter 95 WALES/SOUTH WEST
Silk Cut KS 79
Marlboro KS 62 B&H Special Filter 93
Embassy No.l KS 58 Regal KS 75
Rothmans KS 55 Embassy No.1 KS 74
John Player Special 43 Silk Cut KS 67
Lambert & Butler KS 33 Lambert & Butler KS 60

Marlboro KS 50
Berkeley Superkings 41



2

There is considerable regional variation in spontaneous brand awareness levels which

are demonstrated in the table opposite . Here we show these 'top of mind' awareness

levels for the highest ranked brands within grouped RG regions .

Other demographic differences of note particularly involve the Marlboro, Camel and

Silk Cut brands:

Graduates/undergraduates -

	

the relatively high level of awareness of the Silk

Cut, Camel and particularly Marlboro brands

ABC1's

	

-

	

the Silk Cut and Marlboro brands again enjoying

higher than average awareness here

Men

	

-

	

where Marlboro and Camel are better placed

than amongst women

The prompted awareness measure is of limited value with all brands, bar two, having

prompted awareness levels in excess of 80%. The particularly low prompted

awareness of Gauloises Blondes at 26% is, however, worth noting . Where awareness

of this brand does exist, it is particularly amongst graduates/undergraduates (49%)

1.2

	

Trial and Rejection

For the most well known brands amongst young smokers, trial levels (ever bought)

tend to fairly closely mirror spontaneous awareness levels, with many of the same

regional differences applying . However, the low tar brands Marlboro Lights (32%)

Camel Mild (23%) and, to a lesser extent, Silk Cut Ultra Low (20%) have

experienced higher levels of trial than their 'top of mind' awareness would suggest .

From the Gallaher viewpoint, Marlboro Lights is the key brand here with it emerging

- particularly amongst these young smokers - as a serious threat to the Silk Cut stable

of brands . This can particularly be seen amongst the educated classes where as many

as 27% of graduates/undergraduates in our sample claimed to smoke Marlboro Lights

most often/at all (vs 32% for Silk Cut KS).



Trial of Marlboro Lights and Camel Mild, is highest amongst men, ABC1's and

particularly graduates/undergraduates as we show below with comparisons given with

Silk Cut KS:

Graduates/
% ever bought

	

Total ;

	

Men

	

ABC1's

	

undergraduates
(640) (324) (254) (75)

I
Silk Cut KS

	

64

	

63

	

73

	

73___________________________-____________________________________
Marlboro Lights

	

32

	

i

	

40

	

50

	

63
Camel Mild

	

23

	

31

	

33

	

43

Respondents were also asked whether there were any brands on the brand photograph

which they would not buy again . By repercentaging these rejection levels on a base

of trialists of each brand (see earlier table), one can group the brands into high,

One may hypothesise that higher rejection of low tar brands is to be expected, and

hence the performance of Marlboro Lights is commendable with a rejection rate of

only 21% - comparable with Silk Cut KS at 23%.

	

Camel Mild has suffered very

high rejection at 53% .

	

Marlboro KS, though a successful brand, has also suffered

high rejection . This finding is however, no great surprise with the strength/taste

delivery of Marlboro KS unlikely to suit all smokers .

Finally it is the expected finding to see Embassy No.1 KS, B&H Special Filter and

Regal KS doing so well on this measure, with these brands (and Silk Cut KS) being

the most widely smoked by our sample of 18-24 year olds .

medium and low levels of rejection :

%
HIGH REJECTION: Camel Mild 53

Gauloises Blondes 49
Marlboro KS 37
Silk Cut Ultra Low 35
Rothmans KS 32

AVERAGE REJECTION: Silk Cut KS 23
Embassy Filter 21
Marlboro Lights 21

LOW REJECTION: Regal Filter 9
Embassy No.1 KS 9
B&H Special Filter 7
Regal KS 6



2.

	

SUBSTITUTE BRAND

We asked respondents to nominate i) the brand they would probably

buy instead of their most often brand if they went to a shop and found

it was out of stock and ii) the brand they would smoke regularly if

their most often brand was taken off the market. The two questions

tended to yield similar responses, so in summarising the data we have

tended to concentrate on the latter scenario, with bracketed figures

below relating to the out of stock situation.

	

This data has also been

used to identify the brands offering to best opportunity for gaining new

recruits.

B&H Special Filter

We show below the brands B&H Special Filter smokers would be most likely to

change to, and the main brands smoked by other smokers saying they would change

Thus Embassy No.1 KS is the brand with which B&H Special Filter is most closely

linked, both as the brand B&H Special Filter is vulnerable to and as the brand offering

the best potential for gaining new recruits . Regal KS and Marlboro KS also offer

volume gain potential .

Choice of asterisked brands classified as above average, if choice of brand is 4% or
more above most often usage level within total sample

to the Gallaher brand :

Brand would change to (146)
°lo

Best volume gain potential (121)
°lo

Embassy No.1 KS 26 * (24) Embassy No .1 KS 23

Silk Cut KS 9 (5) Regal KS 19

Regal KS 8 (10) Marlboro KS 11

Embassy Filter 7 * (8) Silk Cut KS 8

John Player Superkings 5 (4) Lambert & Butler 7

Rothmans Royals 4 (4) Other king size 17

Lambert & Butler KS 3 (5) Longer length (any) 14

B&H Superkings 3 (4)

Don't know/would not
smoke different brand 15 (1G)
(would go to another shop)



Thus for Regal KS the two brands to which it is closest linked in terms of

vulnerability and the potential for new recruits are B&H Special Filter and Embassy

No.1 KS. Other brands offering growth potential are Kensitas Club KS and

Lambert & Butler KS.

Embassy No.1 KS

Embassy No.1 KS is inexorably linked to B&H Special Filter, with one in two of

smokers of the Embassy brand nominating B&H Special Filter as the brand they

would be most likely to change to if their brand was taken off the market . To a

similar degree, the Gallaher brand offers the most potential for Embassy No.1 KS to

gain new recruits with Regal KS and Lambert & Butler KS being a secondary

source .

Regal KS

Brand would change to (80)
%

Best volume gain potential (59)

B&H Special Filter 27 (26) B&H Special Filter 20

Embassy No.1 KS 16 * (17) Kensitas Club KS 17

Kensitas Club KS 6 (6) Embassy No .1 KS 15

Silk Cut KS 6 (5) Lambert & Butler KS 14

Marlboro KS 6 (1) Silk Cut KS 5

Lambert & Butler KS 5 (10) Other king size 10

Regal Filter 4 * (6) Longer length (any) 15

Don't know/would not
smoke different brand 11 (10)
(would go to another shop)

Brand would change to (59)
°lo

Best volume gain potential (91)
°lo

B&H Special Filter 46 * (51) B&H Special Filter 44

Regal KS 15 * (15) Regal KS 15

Silk Cut KS 10 (5) Lambert & Butler KS 13

B&H 100's 5 * (7)
-----------------------------------

Silk Cut KS 9--------------------------------
Don't know/would not Other king size 8
smoke different brand 3 (8) Longer length (any) 10
(would go to another shop)
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An important finding from the survey is that amongst 18-24 year olds, Embassy No.1

KS would seem to have further growth potential with it being the only brand of the

six most widely smoked brands where the proportion nominating the brand as their

substitute brand is higher than the proportion currently smoking the brand most often :

The fact remains though, that B&H Special Filter as market leader, is still, in

numerical terms, the best placed for gaining new recruits .

For Silk Cut KS, there is no particular brand to which it appears vulnerable although

Marlboro Lights not surprisingly attracted above average mention as a possible

substitute brand . Growth potential does currently seem limited with only 6% of

young smokers nominating Silk Cut KS as the brand they would change to (if their

current brand was no longer available) . Where potential does exist it seems most

likely to come from B&H Special Filter and Embassy No.1 smokers wishing to

change to a lower tar brand .

Silk Cut KS

Brand would change to (90) Best volume gain potential (40)

B&H Special Filter 17 (24) B&H Special Filter 36
Marlboro Lights KS 13 * (10) Embassy No.1 KS 15

Embassy No.1 KS 12 (12) Regal KS 13
Regal Mild KS 6 * (3) Marlboro Lights KS 10

Lambert & Butler KS 4 (6) Other king size 15
Regal KS 4 (3) Longer length (any) 8

Don't know/would not
smoke different brand 13 (11)
(would go to another shop)

Total sample

Most often
usage

(640)

Nominated substitute brand
- if m.o brand off market

(640)

B&H Special Filter 24 19

Regal KS 13 9

Embassy No .1 KS 10 14

Silk Cut KS 10 6

Lambert & Butler KS 7 3

Marlboro KS 6 3



Marlboro

If Marlboro KS smokers were put in a situation of having to change their brand,

B&H Special Filter (35%) would be the main beneficiary . The Gallaher brand is

also clearly the alternative choice to Marlboro smokers in an out-of-stock situation

for their own brand.

If Marlboro Lights smokers were to change brand, Marlboro KS (16%), Camel

Lights/Mild (15%) and Silk Cut KS (13%) emerge as the most appealing alternatives .



3.

	

PERCEIVED BRAND LEADER

Respondents were asked i) which brand of cigarettes is the top selling

cigarette in the UK and ii) which brand is most commonly smoked by

people in your age group (i. e. 18-24 year olds).

------------------------------------------------------------------
Other brand

	

6

	

10

Don't know

	

4

	

6

Thus 54% of 18-24 year olds correctly identified B&H Special Filter as the market

leader, with Regal (17%) attracting 2nd highest mention ahead of Embassy No.1

(9%n) .

B&H Special Filter still leads the rank order as the brand most commonly smoked by

18-24 year olds, but only 38% opted for the Gallaher brand here . No one particular-

brand picked up the lost votes from B&H Special Filter, although proportionately both

Silk Cut (up from 4% 'top selling cigarette' to 8% most commonly smoked by 18-

24's) and Marlboro (5% - 8%) improved their standings most .

There were some marked (and not unexpected) regional variations here . As these are

fairly consistent between the two questions, we have confined our attention to perhaps

the more important question - i .e . the brand seen as most commonly smoked by 18-

24 year olds (see overleaf) :

Top selling
cigarette

(640)

Most commonly smoked
by young people

(640)

B&H Special Filter 54 38

Regal 17 19

Embassy No. 1 9 11

Marlboro 5 8

Silk Cut 4 8



Emboldened figures above are where each brand does particularly well .

Apart from the regional differences, a number of other demographic/life stage

variations apply . The most remarkable of these are for Marlboro, where 38% of

graduates/undergraduates think this brand is most commonly smoked by young people .

At a much lower level (12%) Silk Cut also enjoys a better than average position

amongst the educated classes . Regal's position is best amongst C2DE's (22%) and

Embassy No.1's amongst 18-20 year olds (16%) .

At the request of Gallaher, no interviewing was carried out in Glasgow which will
have depressed mentions of Kensitas Club .

(73) (64)
SCOTLAND % WALES/SOUTH WEST %

Regal 39 Regal 35
* Kensitas Club 25 B&H Special Filter 27

B&H Special Filter 11 Lambert & Butler 10
Embassy No.1 10

NORTH/NORTHWEST (189) Marlboro 9
/YORKSHIRE Silk Cut

Regal 37
B&H Special Filter 25 LONDON/SOUTH EAST (182)
Embassy No .1 15 %
Silk Cut 8 B&H Special Filter 64
Marlboro Marlboro 12

Silk Cut 12
MIDLANDS/ANGLIA (132)

B&H Special Filter 43
Embassy No. l 27
Marlboro 7
Silk Cut 5



Finally it is of interest to see the frequency with which smokers choose their own

brand as the brand most commonly smoked by 18-24 year olds :

10

Thus, as a comparison with the bracketed figures applicable to the total sample show,

there is marked pre-disposition for smokers to see their own brand as most popular

amongst their age group. The latter is particularly the case with Marlboro smokers,

although overall B&H Special Filter smokers and Regal smokers jointly head the rank

order in terms of choice of their own brand as the most commonly smoked by young

people .

% of most often smokers %
choosing their own brand

B&H Special Filter 66 (38)

Regal 66 (19)

Marlboro 39 (8)

Embassy No.1 37 (11)

Silk Cut 23 (8)



ADVERTISING AWARENESS (MAIN)

Notes :
i)

	

Bracketed figures refer to brand 1st mentioned
ii)

	

* * prompted advertising awareness for Camel Mild 7%
iii)

	

brands marked n/a not on brand photograph

Spontaneous Prompted
(640) (640)

B&H Special Filter/Benson 50 (29) 59
& Hedges (unspec)

Silk Cut KS/Silk Cut 43 (19) 53
(unspec)

Marlboro KS/Marlboro 17 (5) 24
(unspec)

Regal KS/Regal (unspec) 15 (4) 19
Embassy No.1/Embassy 14 (4) 24
(unspec)

John Player Superkings 8 (2) n/a

Rothmans Royals 8 (2) n/a
Camel 5 (1) n/a **

B&H Superkings 5 (1) n/a

Marlboro Lights 3 (*) 11)

None/Don't know 28 (28)
24-____
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ADVERTISING AWARENESS

4.1

	

Claimed advertising recall

Respondents were asked to name all the brands of cigarettes they had

seen advertised recently, with advertising recall subsequently prompted

by the showing of a brand photograph. Recall levels are shown in the

table opposite .

Claimed advertising recall amongst 18-24 year old smokers is dominated by the two

Gallaher brands B&H Special Filter and Silk Cut KS. Spontaneous advertising

awareness for these two brands is respectively a very high 50% and 43%, and

prompting with the brand photograph only added approximately ten percentage points

to these levels .

Advertising awareness for Silk Cut KS, though high across all sub groups, reached

G2%n (on the prompted measure) amongst ABC1's only 3%n below B&H Special Filter .

Well behind the two Gallaher brands, come Marlboro KS (17%), Regal KS (15%)

and Embassy No-1 (14%) in the rank order of brands on the spontaneous advertising

awareness measure . When prompted, Marlboro KS and Embassy No.1 (both at 24%

awareness) pull away slightly from Regal KS (19%n) . Looking at young men

specifically, Marlboro assumes clear 3rd spot (behind B&H Special Filter and Silk

Cut) in terms of claimed advertising awareness .

The high profile of Marlboro KS amongst students is again demonstrated here with

this brand enjoying 37%n prompted advertising awareness amongst

graduates/undergraduates vs only 18% and 12% for Embassy No.1 and Regal KS

respectively . Silk Cut KS incidentally, also does well here with its 59% prompted

advertising awareness being marginally ahead of B&H Special Filter (51%) .

Advertising awareness of Marlboro, Embassy No .1 and Regal (particularly) varies

regionally reflecting the varying strength of the brands in different parts of the

country, but in all regions B&H Special Filter and Silk Cut still enjoy the highest

levels of advertising awareness .



4.2

	

Proven advertising recall

12

Respondents claiming to have seen advertising for a particular brand (from the brand

photograph) were asked to recall everything they remembered about the advertising .

At the coding stage we then classified recall in terms of whether or not it correctly

Thus one in three of 18-24 year olds correctly recalled some aspect of the 'Cut Silk'

campaign . This though was mainly general mentions of cut, slashed or torn silk

(26%) rather than specific executions (6%n) . Recall of the campaign is highest

amongst ABC1's (37%) and light smokers (40%).

For B&H Special Filter proven recall is equally balanced between the 'Gratis' (13%)

and 'Crossword' campaigns (13%), with some low level recall of earlier advertising

(3%) . Recall of the 'Gratis' campaign is highest in London & South East (21%) and

amongst B&H Special Filter smokers (22% vs 13% for 'Crossword') . The

'Crossword' campaign seemed to have a more intellectual appeal with proven recall

reaching 18% amongst graduates/undergraduates .

The 12% proven recall level for Marlboro KS broke down between 5% for the

American campaign (i .e . one item in the ad . in red, amongst a scene shot in black &

white) and 7% for earlier advertising . Proven recall for Marlboro shows some marked

demographic variations, with it highest amongst men (15%), ABC1's (19%) and

particularly graduates/undergraduates (24%). Proven advertising recall for Marlboro

is particularly high amongst its own smokers, with the 35% recall level comparing

favourably with recall for B&H Special Filter advertising (34%) and the 'Cut Silk'

campaign (38%) amongst users of the latter two brands .

related to recent advertising . Proven recall

ranked brands :

levels are as follows for the five top

(640)
Proven advertising recall %

Silk Cut KS 32

B&H Special Filter 29

Marlboro KS 12

Regal 8

Embassy No .1 5
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Proven recall for Regal is, of course, very regionalised and reached 16% in

ScotIand/North/North West/Yorkshire, and 19% amongst most often smokers of the

brand . Amongst the latter there is equal recall of the'Something old' campaign (10%)

and the earlier 'Reg' campaign (10%).

For Embassy No.1, proven recall is low at only S%, and even amongst most often

smokers of the brand reached only 9%. Recall of the 'hold their own' campaign is a

negligible 1% amongst 18-24's .



ATTITUDES TO SMOKING - MEAN SCORES

t

	

t

i

	

MOST OFFEN BRAND

	

i

	

SMOKE AT ALL
TOTAL j B&H Special

	

Silk Cut

	

Regal Embassy 11 Marlboro

	

Marlboro

	

Lambert &
i

	

Filter

	

KS

	

KS

	

No. 1 KS i

	

KS

	

Lights (any)

	

Butler KS

(640) i (146)

	

(90) (80) (59) i (71)

	

(65)

	

(104)
IMPORTANCE OF
ADVERTISING/PACKAGING

I

	

I
I like to see advertisements for my brand (+5)

	

2.61

	

1

	

2.71

	

2.38

	

2.50

	

2.51

	

i

	

2.90

	

2.64

	

2.62
I like my brand to have advertising which

	

i
is interesting and different

	

(+5)

	

2.75

	

i

	

2.86

	

2.60

	

2.56

	

2.69

	

i

	

3.07

	

2.87

	

2.64

Its important to have an attractive

	

;

	

t

looking pack

	

(+5)

	

2.47

	

i

	

2.53

	

2.53

	

2.18

	

2.51

	

i

	

2.38

	

2.65

	

2.34--- -------------
FACTOR SCORE (3 - 15)

	

7.83

	

8.09

	

7.51

	

7.24

	

7.71

	

8.35

	

8.15

	

7.60

I

	

I
SMOKE T( :) RELAX

	

t
I

	

I
I smoke to help me relax

	

(+5)

	

3.90

	

t

	

3.80

	

3.87

	

4.00

	

3.83

	

t

	

3.93

	

3.75

	

4.05
I smoke more when I'm worried about

	

t

	

t
t

	

t
something

	

(+5) 4.01 i 3.90

	

3.89 4.04 4.05 i 3.75

	

3.73

	

4.13---- --------------------------
FACTOR SCORE (2 - 10)

	

7.90

	

7.70

	

7.76

	

8.04

	

7.88

	

7.69

	

7.48

	

8.18

I

	

I
HEALTH CONCERNS

	

t

	

t

I am very concerned about the health

	

i
risk of smoking

	

(+5)

	

3.49

	

i

	

3.36

	

3.66

	

3.35

	

3.31

	

i

	

3.63

	

3.83

	

3.55
I wish I'd never started smoking

	

(+5)

	

3.86

	

1

	

3.88

	

3.86

	

3.79

	

4.03

	

i

	

3.57

	

3.61

	

4.02
I have no desire to give up smoking

	

(+1)

	

3.02

	

1

	

2.90

	

3.41

	

2.80

	

2.88

	

i

	

3.35

	

2.56

	

3.11__________-____-______.+_______-___________________
FA('TOR SCORE (3 - 15)

	

10.37

	

10.14

	

10.92

	

9.94

	

10.22 .1

	

10.55

	

11.01

	

10.68
t

I

	

I
PRO CHEAP CIGARETTES

	

t

	

t

I

	

I
Cheap cigarettes can be as good as the

	

i
more expensively priced ones

	

(+5)

	

2.98

	

i

	

2.84

	

2.97

	

2.76

	

2.54

	

i

	

3.11

	

2.80

	

3.25
The cheaper the cigarettes you buy

	

;

	

t

the rougher the smoke becomes

	

(+1)

	

2.35

	

i

	

2.36

	

2.21

	

2.26

	

2.10

	

i

	

2.25

	

2.34

	

2.71------------
FACTOR SCORE (2 - 10)

	

5.33

	

i

	

5.19

	

5.18

	

5.02

	

4.64

	

i

	

5.36

	

5.14

	

5.97
t

(

	

I
E\PERIMENTALISM

	

t

	

t

I sometimes like to smoke a different

	

i
brand for a change

	

(+5)

	

2.70

	

i

	

2.69

	

2.57

	

2.31

	

2.61

	

i

	

3.21

	

2.66

	

2.81
I like to try new brands when ( see
them on sale

____

	

(+5)

	

2.39

	

i

	

2.25

	

2.33

	

2.33

	

?.25

	

i

	

2.23

	

2.19

	

2.52_

FA(:'TOR SCORE: (2 - 10)

	

5.08

	

4.95

	

4.90

	

4.64

	

4.86

	

i

	

5.43

	

4.85

	

5.33
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ATTITUDES TO SMOKING

A battery of 32 agree/disagree statements were included on the

questionnaire to measure attitudes to smoking. A factor analysis of the

scale responses was carried out to identify the underlying attitudes

which the statements represent. The attitude factors which proved most

discriminating were used as 'inputs' to the cluster analysis which will

be reported upon separately. However, the data is of some interest in

its own right - in particular to see where attitudes to smoking vary by

brand usage. On the tables opposite and overleaf we show the scores

on the attitude factors identified, together with the scores on any

individual statements which yielded differences by brand usage.

B&H Special Filter smokers

Smokers of the Gallaher brand are most distinct (more so than for any other brand)

in terms of their low price consciousness and the negative views they hold of low tar

cigarettes . A lesser difference is the above average importance they attach to

advertising and packaging :

Notes :

i) all scores have been standardised, by dividing the factor summary score by

the number of statements representing the factor . Thus all scores are in range

+ 1 to +5

= significant difference from total sample score at 95% level

1 4

B&H Special
Filter smokers

Total
Sample

: Difference in
mean scores

B&H Special Filter smokers (146) (640)

"I hardly ever compare the prices 3 .84 3.47 +.37*
of cigarette brands"

Anti low tar cigarettes 3.60 3 .37 + .23*

Importance of advertising/packaging 2.70 2.61 + .09



ATTITUDES TO SMOKING - MEAN SCORES

SMOKING AND SOCIALISING

1 smoke more when I go out

1 like to smoke when I'm out

	

;
having a good time

	

(+5)

	

4.41

	

i

	

4.41

	

4.28

	

4.50

	

4.39

	

i

	

4.60

	

4.39

	

4.38_______________ ______________-______ .+.__________-______-____-______-_______-_________-_________
FACTOR SCORE (2 - 10)

	

8.90

	

i

	

8.87

	

8.72

	

9.20

	

8.98

	

i

	

9.04

	

9.02

	

9.00
t

ANTI LOW TAR

It's worth sacrificing a bit of strength
and taste to get a lower tar level (+1)

I
t

;

3.25 i 3.34 2.78 3.41 3.47

I
t

I
i 3.34 2.82 3.36

You cannot taste low tar cigarettes (+5) 3.48 i 3.86 2.79 3.55 3.33 i 3.38 3.04 3.36._____________ _____-_________________-____-______-_______-_________-_________
FACTOR SCORE (2 - 10) 6.73 i 7.20 5.57 6.96 6.81 i 6.72 5.87 6.71

t

'DON'T CARE' SMOKERS
I I

t

I never feel embarrassed about lighting
up even when I am with non smokers (+ .5) 3.42 i 3.51 3.11 3.39

,

3 31 i 3.13 3.09 3.51
I am not too bothered about what the t

pack itself looks like (+5) 4.07 i 4.03 3.90 4.19 4.10 i 3.92 3.74 4.14

I hardly ever compare the prices of
cigarette brands

------------------------- (+5) 3.47 tt 3.84 3.46 3.65 3.49 t
t 3.42 3.64 2.93

FACTOR SCORE (3 - 1.5) 10.97 i
t

11 .37 10.47 11 .22 10.90 i 10 .48
t
t

10.47 10 .58

OTHER STATEMENTS
I I

t

People are always trying to encourage 3.79 i 3 .75 3.77 3.76 3.76 i 3.49 3.41 3.89
me to give up smoking (+5 i I

I expect I always will smoke 3.35 i 3.33 3.00 3.59 3.33 ; 3.08 2.70 3.54
cigarettes (+ .5) t

I
,
I

There are still a lot of 4.44 i 4.40 4.29 4.56 4.58 i 4.50 4.34 4.52
smokers around (+5) i

I
i
I

I don't think I smoke enough for 2.44 i 2.53 2.50 2.39 2.31 i 2.13 2.36 2.41
smoking to affect my health (+5) i

I
;

Low tar cigarettes are more 2.72 i 2.63 2.97 2.55
I

2.46 i 2.67 2.92 ?.67
socially acceptable (+5) i

I
i
I

I have to go without other things 2.66 i 2.71 2.62 2.64 2.61 i 2.80 2.55 2.78
to be able to smoke (+5) i

Smoking still has a touch of 2.47 i 2.54 2.42 2.36 2.17 i 2.72 2.61 2.39
glamour (+5) i

A lot of brands have packaging which 2.82 i 2.80 2.57 2.96 2.78 i 2.86 2.59 2.83
is too pretentious and overdone for me (+5) i

I
An expensive brand looks prestigious (+5) 2.89 ! 2.94 2.72 2.69

I

2.66 t 2.97 2.92 2.76

A cheap cigarette looks embarrassing (+5) 2.61 1 2.80 2.53 2.79 2.84 1 2.49 2.71 2.60

I like to smoke what my friends 2.18 1 2.14 1,99 2.30 2.17 i ?_.O8 2.04 2.30
smoke (+5) i t

,

TOTAL i
i

(640) t
I

MOST

B&H Special
Filter

(146)

OFTEN

Silk Cut
KS

(90)

BRAND

Regal
KS

(80)

t

Embassy
No . 1 KS

i
i

(59) t
I
t

Marlboro
KS

(71)

SMOKE AT

Marlboro
Lights (any)

(65)

ALL

Lambert &
Butler KS

(104)

(+5)
I

4.50 1 4.46 4.44 4.70
I

4.59 i 4.44 4.62 4.63
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Silk Cut KS smokers

The attitudes of Silk Cut KS smokers predictably differ from those of younger

smokers in general on factors/statements relating to low tar cigarettes, health concerns

and social acceptability . On other issues they, with Marlboro Lights smokers, are the

least likely to agree with 'a lot of brands have packaging which is too pretentious and

overdone for me' and to feel the need to smoke what their friends smoke :

Silk Cut KS

	

Total

	

Difference
smokers

	

sample

	

mean scores

Silk Cut KS smokers

Not anti low tar cigarettes

"I expect I always will smoke
cigarettes"

"I never feel embarrassed about
lighting up even when I'm with
non smokers"

"Low tar cigarettes are more socially
acceptable"

Health anxious

"There are still a lot of smokers
around"-------------------------------- ----------------------- --------------
"A lot of brands have packaging
which is too pretentious and overdone

	

2.57

	

2.82

	

-.25
for me"

"I like to smoke what my friends

	

1.99

	

2.18

	

1

	

- .19*
smoke"

Regal KS smokers

Although the attitudes of Regal KS smokers do not differ significantly from the total

sample of 18-24 year old smokers, there are a number of directional differences which

become significant when comparisons are made with smokers of specific other brands .

Regal smokers emerge as fairly committed - both to smoking generally and to their

brand . Furthermore they do not seem to attach much importance to advertising or

packaging :

(90) (640)
I

2.79 3.37 - .58*

3 .00 3 .35 - .35*

3 .11 3 .42 - .31

2.97 2.72 + .25

3.64 3.46 +.18

4.29 4.44
i

-.15*



Embassy No.1 KS

Embassy No.1 KS smokers emerge as having the most negative views towards cheap

cigarettes, and whilst their attitudes towards low tar cigarettes are less hostile than

B&H Special Filter smokers they are the least likely to agree that 'low tar cigarettes

are more socially acceptable' . Embassy No.1 KS smokers also do not seem very

image conscious - clearly rejecting the notion of smoking still having 'a touch of

glamour' whilst also not accepting that 'an expensive brand looks prestigious' :

1 6

Regal KS
smokers

Total I
sample

Difference
mean scores

Regal KS smokers (80) (640)

"I expect I always will smoke 3 .59 3.35 1 + .24
cigarettes" i

Not experimental 2.32 2.54 '
I

- .22

Advertising/packaging not important 2.41 2.61 -20

Not pro cheap cigarettes 2.51 2.67 - .16

Smoking and socialising 4.60 4.45
I

+ .15

Not health anxious 3.31 3.46 1 - .15

Embassy No.1 KS smokers

Embassy No. l
smokers

(59)

Total
sample i

(640)

Difference
mean scores

Not pro cheap cigarettes 2 .32 2.67 : - .35

"Smoking still has a touch of 2.17 2.47 -.30
glamour"

"Low tar cigarettes are more socially 2.46 2.72 - .26
acceptable"

"A cheap cigarette looks 2.84 2.61 1 +.23
embarrassing" i

"An expensive brand looks 2.66 2.89 -.23
prestigious"

"There are still a lot of smokers 4 .58 4.44 1v + .14*
around"
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Marlboro KS smokers

The attitudes of Marlboro KS smokers to health/giving up smoking are a little

complex . On the one hand they do not feel under great pressure from other people

to give up smoking or to particularly regret starting to smoke in the first place .

However, they are not hedonistic in their attitudes here - they do have concerns about

lighting up when with non smokers, they reject the idea of not smoking enough for

it to affect their health and looking ahead they are not convinced that they will always

smoke cigarettes . Hence with Silk Cut KS smokers they express the strongest desire

to eventually give up smoking :

Marlboro smokers attach more importance than smokers of any other brand to seeing

advertising for their brand, and though very much a minority view are more inclined

to feel that smoking still has 'a touch of glamour' . Finally, though not experimental

in the sense of wanting to try new brands, Marlboro smokers do like to sometimes

smoke 'a different brand for a change' :

Marlboro KS
smokers

Total
sample

Difference
mean scores

Marlboro KS smokers (71) (640)

"I sometimes like to smoke a different 3 .21 2.70 + .51
brand for a change"

I
"I have no desire to give up smoking" 3.35 3 .02 1 + .33
(disagree =+5)

"I like my brand to have advertising 3.07 2.75 + .32*
which is interesting and different"

"I don't think I smoke enough for 2.13 2.44 I - .31
smoking to affect my health"

"People are always trying to 3 .49 3 .79 -.30
encourage me to give up smoking"

"I wish I'd never started smoking" 3 .57 3.86 ;
I

- .29*

"I like to see advertisements for my 2.90 2.61 + .29*
brand"
"I never feel embarrassed about
lighting up even when I'm with non 3 .13 3.42 - .29
smokers"

"I expect I always will smoke 3.I1$ 3.35 - .27*
cigarettes"

"Smoking still has a touch of 2.72 2 .47 +.25
glamour"
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Marlboro Lights smokers

Smokers of Marlboro Lights also emerge as quite distinct . Obviously they have a

positive view of low tar cigarettes, which is supported by their above average health

anxiety and concern about lighting up when with non smokers . Marlboro Lights

smokers are also, by quite a margin, the least likely to agree that they will always

smoke cigarettes although (like Marlboro KS smokers) they do not currently feel

under any particular pressure from other people to give up smoking .

Other characteristics of Marlboro Lights smokers are the importance they seem to

attach to the pack, and that they are the least likely to say that they smoke more 'when

I'm worried about something'/'to help me relax' .

The above differences are illustrated below :

Marlboro Lights smokers

Marlboro Lights
smokers

(65)

Total
sample
(640)

I
;
I

Difference
mean scores

"I expect I always will smoke 2.70 3.35 1 - .65*
cigarettes"

I
Not anti low tar cigarettes 2 .94 3.37 - .43*

"People are always encouraging me to 3 .41 3.79 -.38*
give up smoking" ;

"I never feel embarrassed about
lighting up even when I'm with non 3 .09 3.42 - .33*
smokers"

"I am not too bothered about what the 3.74 4 .07 1 -.33*
pack itself looks like" ;

"A lot of brands have packaging
which is too pretentious and overdone 2.59 2.82 ; -.23
for me"

Smoke to relax 3.74 3 .95
I

-.21
Health anxious 3.67 3.46 ;

I
+.21

"It's important to have an attractive 2.65 2 .47 + .18
looking pack"



Lambert & Butler KS smokers

The attitudes of Lambert & Butler KS smokers can be simply summarised . They are

(predictably) the least critical of cheaper cigarettes, they are clearly price conscious
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and also tend to be experimental :

Lambert &
Butler KS
smokers

Total
sample

I
I

Difference
mean scores

Lambert & Butler KS smokers (104) (1140)

"I hardly ever compare the prices of 2 .93 3 .47 -.54
cigarette brands"

Pro cheap cigarettes 2.99 2.67 + .32

Experimental 2.67 2.54 ; + .13



BRAND IMAGE - Mean Scores
Base: All those aware of each brand

B&H
Sp

Filter

Camel
Mild

Embassy
No.1

Embassy
Filter

Gauloises
Blondes

Marlboro
KS

Marlboro
Lights

Regal
KS

Regal
Filter

Rothmans
KS

Silk
Cut
KS

Silk Q..
Ultra
low

(640) (521) (623) (398) (168) (626) (548) (580) (213) (610) (637) (539)
More for men (+1)
- More for women (+7) 3.33 3.02 3.63 4.13 3.40 2.86 4.37 3.81 3.69 3.32 5.22 5.74

More for older people (+1)
- More for younger people (+7) 4.70 3.55 4.14 3.76 3.69 3.98 4.41 4.11 4.49 3.15 4.67 4.46

For unsuccessful people (+1)
- For successful people (+7) 5.06 3.57 4.09 3.90 3.85 4.50 4.32 4.04 4.21 4.19 4.51 4.25

For people like me (+1)
- Not for people like me (+7) 2.43 5.55 3.47 4.20 5.52 4.49 4.56 3.67 3.32 4.99 3.85 4.83

Classy looking pack (+1)
- Not a classy looking pack (+7) 2.65 4.41 3.84 4.19 3.99 3.70 3.66 3.94 3.61 3.96 3.63 3.71

Cheap looking pack (+1)
- Expensive looking pack (+7) 5.65 3.42 4.11 3.91 4.07 4.51 4.67 4.20 4.38 4.18 4.80 4.62

A pretentious brand (+1)
- A straightforward/unpretentious 4.52 3.57 4.75 4.70 3.34 4.10 4.02 4.75 5.00 4.32 4.55 4.40

brand (+7)

A fashionable brand (+1)
- Not a fashionable brand (+7) 2.10 5.11 3.50 4.05 4.93 3.70 3.90 3.75 3.26 4.77 3.21 3.93

An interesting brand (+1)
- A boring brand (+7) 2.68 4.48 3.66 4.08 4.04 3.95 4.08 3.68 3.33 4.29 3.94 4.56

A brand you see less of
nowadays (+1)

- A brand you see more of 5.67 2.59 4.67 4.24 2.07 4.22 4.22 4.49 4.85 3.73 5.30 4.55
nowadays (+7)

Worth paying a bit more for (+1)
- Not worth paying a bit 2.90 5.44 3.81 4.42 5.07 4.73 4.76 4.03 3.73 4.85 4.31 5.14
more for (+7)

The modern way of smoking (+1)
- Not the modern way of 2.57 4.77 3.57 4.11 4.69 3.98 3.71 3.84 3.27 4.62 3.14 3.37
smoking (+7)

You see it advertised a lot (+1)
- You rarely see it advertised (+7) 2.41 5.61 3.99 4.41 6.34 4.24 4.66 4.27 4.15 4.89 2.87 3.84-------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
Strong (+1)
- Mild (+7) 2.62 3.76 3.22 3.63 2.73 2.39 5.12 3.24 3.01 3.10 5.25 6.28

Harsh tasting (+1)
- Not harsh tasting (+7) 4.54 3.31 4.27 4.23 2.92 3.04 4.67 4.51 4.57 3.57 5.48 5.76

An enjoyable smoke (+1)
- Not an enjoyable smoke (+7) 2.54 5.37 3.28 3.94 5.28 4.43 4.35 3.42 3.01 4.47 3.98 4.95



6 .

	

BRAND IMAGERY

Respondents were asked to rate up to 11 brands, which they were

aware of, on 16 bi-polar attribute scales . A rating board was used

here with the brands being rated in a comparative situation - i.e. all

brands rated together, attribute by attribute. In fact ratings were

obtained for 12 brands with either Embassy Filter or Regal Filter

being rated, according to the regional strengths of these brands. In the

table opposite we show the ratings of the 12 brands on a base of those

aware of each brand. The scale responses were scoredfrom +1 to +7,

with the table showing the resultant mean scores . Overleaf the image

scores are presented i) within users of these brands where sample sizes

allow and ii) within non users, smoking a brand in the same market

sector as the brand rated.

6.1

	

Overall Image Scores

To gain some initial impression of the overall image strengths of the 12 brands we

have calculated an overall image score for each brand . These scores have been

derived by assigning a score of +7 (deemed as favourable) to the following response

positions :

More for younger people

For successful people

For people like me

Classy looking pack

Expensive looking pack

A straightforward/unpretentious brand

A fashionable brand

It can be noted that on the following attributes a favourable score

assigned to either scale end as this would vary by individual.

More for men

You see it advertised a lot

Strong

An interesting brand

A brand you see more of nowadays

Worth paying a bit more for

The modern way of smoking

Not harsh tasting

An enjoyable smoke

More for women

You rarely see it advertised

Mild
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has not been



BRAND IMAGE - USER RATINGS (Mean Scores)

_____-_____________________.+.__________________________
Classy looking pack

	

(+1)

	

i
- Not a classy looking pack

	

(+7)

	

2.57

	

3.14

	

3.32

	

3.09

	

i

	

2.83

	

2.86

	

3.35
I

Cheap looking pack

	

(+1)

	

i
- Expensive looking pack

	

(+7)

	

5.72

	

4.94

	

4.92

	

5.20

	

i

	

5.05

	

5.50

	

4.96
I

A pretentious brand

	

(+1)
- A straightforward/unpretentious

	

4.62

	

4.98

	

5.10

	

4.79

	

i

	

4.52

	

4.53

	

4.75
brand

	

(+7)

	

i
I

A fashionable brand

	

(+1)

	

i
- Not a fashionable brand

	

(+7)

	

1 .61

	

2.23

	

1.88

	

2.21

	

i

	

2.45

	

2.17

	

2.28
I

An interesting brand

	

(+1)

	

i
- A boring brand

	

(+7)

	

2.02

	

2.30

	

2.47

	

2.58

	

i

	

2.35

	

2.28

	

2.85
I

A brand you see less of nowadays

	

(+1)
- A brand you see more of nowadays (+7)

	

5.82

	

5.70

	

5.65

	

5.75

	

1

	

5.00

	

5.47

	

5.78

Worth paying a bit more for

	

(+1)
- Not worth paying a bit

	

2.15

	

2.36

	

2.50

	

2.69

	

i

	

2.86

	

3.06

	

3.09
more for

	

(+7)

The modern way of smoking

	

(+1)
- Not the modern way of

	

2.08

	

2.63

	

2.37

	

2.65

	

%

	

3.11

	

2.27

	

2.61
smoking

	

(+7)
I

You see it advertised a lot

	

(+1)
- You rarely see it advertised

	

(+7)

	

2.27

	

2.68

	

2.95

	

2.26

	

i

	

3.18

	

3.23

	

2.28

MOST OFTEN BRAND i SMOKE AT ALL

B&H Embassy Regal Silk Cut i Marlboro Marlboro Silk Cut
SP No.1 KS KS KS Lights KS

Filter t

(146) (59) (80) (90) i (71) (43) (160)

More for men (+1) i
- More for women (+7) 3.30 3.61 3.84 5.19 i 2.14

I
4.09 5.34

More for older people (+1) i
- More for younger people (+7) 5.10 5.44 5.04 5.07 i 4.83 5.40

I
4.95

For unsuccessful people (+1)
- For successful people (+7) 5.24 4.72 4.51 4.82 i 5.19 5.25

I
4.71

For people like me (+1) i
- Not for people like me (+7) 1.52 1.42 1.68 1.63 1 1.90 1 .71 2.16

_________________-_____________-_______-________-________-________
Strong (+1) 11
- Mild (+7) 2.70 2.86 2.81 5.31 i 1.86 5.13 5.29

Harsh tasting (+1)
- Not harsh tasting (+7) .5 .28 4.58 5.06 6.15 i

I
4.20 5.61 5.79

An enjoyable smoke (+1) i
- Not an enjoyable smoke (+7) 1.62 1 .53 1.64 1 .86 i 1.81 1.90 2.26



BRAND IMAGE - NON USER RATINGS (Mean Scores)

For people like me (+1)
- Not for people like me (+7) 2.99 3.93 5.53 5.01 4.49

i
___5.10_ i 4.90 4.17 3.61

----------- --------------------- ---------------------------------
Classy looking pack (+1) i
- Not a classy looking pack (+7) 2.83 3.97 4.07 3.82 4.20 3.95 i 4.19 3.73 3.35

Cheap looking pack (+1) v

- Expensive looking pack (+7) 5. .52 3.94 4.18 4.34 4.07 4.18 i 3.49 4.77 5.06

A pretentious brand (+1) i
- A straightforward/unpretentious 4.67 4.82 3.46 3.93 4.64 4.30 i 3.60 3.90 4.38

brand (+7) I
A fashionable brand (+1) i

- Not a fashionable brand (+7) 2.46 3.71 .5 .19 3.98 4.44 4.85 i 4.58 3.53 3.44

An interesting brand (+1)
- A boring brand (+7) 3.23 3.92 4.12 4.25 4.08 4.38 i 4.08 3.82 3.73

A brand you see less of
nowadays (+1) i

- A brand you see more of 5.47 4.41 ?.16 4.00 3.97 .i .62 ~ 2.91 4.47 4.93

nowadays (+7)

Worth paying a bit more for (+1)
- Not worth paying a bit 3.57 4.11 5.13 4.98 4.42 4.92 ~ 5.07 4.58 4.25

more for (+7)

The modern way of smoking (+1)
- Not the modern way of 2.70 3.80 4.65 4.05 4.33 4.68 i 4.20

t
3.61 2.88

smoking (+7) I
You see it advertised a lot (+1) t

- You rarely see it advertised (+7) 2.33 4.19 6.27 4.35 4.91 4.95 i 5.27 4.30 3.63

Strong (+1) t

- Mild (+7) 2.70 3.31 2.87 2.48 3.45 3.16 i 3.88
i

5.23 6.60

Harsh tasting (+1)
- Not harsh tasting (+7) 4.21 4.29 3,11 2.86 4.33 3.47 i 3.76 4.39 6.08

An enjoyable smoke (+1) t

- Not an enjoyable smoke (+7) 3.24 3.49 5.37 4.88 3.96 4.58 i 5 .12 4.34 4.02

PREMIUM, KING SIZE, NON LOW TAR SMOKERS
i

PREMIUM KING SIZE
t LOW TAR SMOKERS

B&H
Sp

Embassy
No . 1

Gauloises
Blondes

Marlboro
KS

Regal
KS

Rothmans
KS

i Camel
Mild

Marlboro
Lights

Silk Cut
Ultra Low

Filter I
(120) (230) (90) (288) (197) (322) i (113) (87) (111)

More for men (+1)
- More for women (+7) 3.45 3.61 3.54 3.02 3.78 3.35 i 3.18 4.28 5.80

More for older people (+1) ii
- More for younger people (+7) 4.43 3.92 3.66 3.75 3.83 3.15 i 3 .98 4.60 4.47

For unsuccessful people (+1) v

- For successful people (+7) 4.66 4.04 3.78 4.36 3.88 4.16 i 3.74 4.47 4.66



From this analysis the following ranking of the brands applies in terms of their overall

image scores :

2 1

Regal Filter is flattered by its 2nd place ranking, as the ratings of this brand are

confined to the regions of strength for Regal KS . The 1st and 3rd place ranking of

B&H Special Filter and Silk Cut KS is obviously encouraging .

°Io
B&H Special Filter 5.25
Regal Filter 4.61
Silk Cut KS 4.56
Embassy No.l KS 4.38
Regal KS 4.29
Silk Cut Ultra Low 4.12
Marlboro Lights 4.09
Embassy Filter 3 .98
Marlboro KS 3 .95
Rothmans KS 3 .63
Gauloises Blondes 3 .26
Camel Mild 3 .14



6 .2

	

Premium king size, non low tar brands
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B&H Special Filter (5.25) enjoys a pronounced advantage over Embassy No.1 KS

(4 .38) and Regal KS (4.29) in terms of its overall image score. This is general over

the majority of attributes, although at its most pronounced in the following respects:

In addition to the above, B&H Special Filter is clearly recognised as a stronger smoke

than its two Imperial competitors, whilst tending to be seen as more for men.

Interestingly, the image of B&H Special Filter amongst young smokers tends to be

rather less favourable amongst ABC1's than amongst C2DE's.

Clearly in considering the overall image scores within the total sample, B&H Special

Filter will benefit from its higher level of usage within 18-24 year olds than either

Regal KS or Embassy No.1 KS . However, this alone does not account for the more

favourable image of the Gallaher brand, as the analysis below demonstrates :

(* Non user ratings here based on premium king size, non low tar brand smokers

only)

Mean score advantage in favour of B&H
Special Filter, over average for Embassy
No.1/Regal KS

You see it advertised a lot 1 .72

Fashionable brand 1 .53

Expensive looking pack 1 .49

Classy looking pack 1.23

For people like me 1 .14

The modern way of smoking 1 .14

Brand you see more of nowadays 1 .09

Worth paying a bit more for 1 .02

An interesting brand .99

For successful people .99

Overall image score
Most often
smokers

Non users
of brand*

B&H Special Filter 5 .71 4 .92

Embassy No .1 KS 5 .44 4 .19

Regal KS 5 .42 3 .91
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Thus B&H Special Filter enjoys a more favourable image than its two main

competitors amongst both users and non users . The particularly more favourable non

user image of B&H Special Filter suggests that the Gallaher brand has the most scope

for gaining new recruits . The perceived higher strength level of B&H Special Filter -

than Regal KS and Embassy No.1 - will though deter some smokers from taking up

the brand.

The much more favourable non user image which B&H Special Filter enjoys is fairly

general across attributes,but is most pronounced in terms of it having an expensive and

classy looking pack, being a fashionable brand, the modern way of smoking and a

brand you see more of nowadays . Although the up-market imagery of B&H Special

Filter will obviously not be appropriate to all smokers, the Gallaher brand importantly

enjoys a clear advantage over both Embassy No.1 and Regal KS on the 'for people

like me' attribute .

The higher overall image score which B&H Special Filter enjoys amongst users relates

particularly to the up-market connotations of having an expensive and classy looking

pack and the association with successful people .

A comparison of the brand images of Embassy No.1 KS and Regal KS reveals only

a limited number of differences on a base of all those aware of these brands . The

differences that do emerge tend to favour the former brand, with it scoring more

highly for being the modern way of smoking, a fashionable brand and a brand you see

advertised a lot . Embassy No .1 KS also tends to be seen as more for men, but on the

negative side is rated as harsher tasting than Regal KS. However, although the latter

differences are all statistically significant, they are certainly not pronounced .

The overall image scores of the two Imperial brands are very similar amongst their

most often users, but marginal differences in favour of Regal KS are its higher rating

for being a fashionable brand which is not harsh tasting . Embassy No.1 KS smokers,

however, more strongly associate their brand with younger people .
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Usage of Regal KS is, of course, very much centred on the northern half of the

country (apart from Wales, where it also sells well). This expectedly is reflected in

its brand image, with it achieving an overall image score of 4.82 in Scotland and the

North, North West and Yorkshire/Humberside RG regions, vs 3.86 in other regions .

Only B&H Special Filter (overall image score = 5.17) enjoys a more favourable image

in the northern half of the country, and it is thus pertinent to compare the images of

the two brands here .

The images of B&H Special Filter and Regal KS are expectedly very different (in

the northern half of the country) . In particular, B&H Special Filter enjoys a much

more 'up-market' image with its expensive and classy looking pack and its higher

association with successful people . At a lower level it is also seen as a more

fashionable and interesting brand, the modern way of smoking and worth paying a bit

more for . It is also clearly recognised as spending more heavily on advertising .

The up-market imagery and packaging of B&H Special Filter will not, however, be

appropriate to all smokers and Regal KS scores higher for being a straightforward,

unpretentious brand . The Gallaher brand is also perceived as stronger and more harsh

tasting than Regal KS, with a more defined masculine image . Differences in the

images on the aforementioned attributes are given below :

Attributes on which B&H Special Filter
scores higher than Regal KS (in Scotland,
North, North West, Yorkshire/Humberside)

Expensive looking pack

	

1 .18
Classy looking pack

	

.97
You see it advertised a lot

	

.90
Fashionable brand

	

.G5
For successful people

	

.62
The modern way of smoking

	

.5G
Worth paying a bit more for

	

.49
An interesting brand

	

.45
More for men

	

.44
Strong

	

.44
------------------------------Not harsh

	

_
Not harsh tasting
A straightforward/unpretentious brand

	

-.33
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Marlboro KS and Rothmans KS occupy 4th and 5th position in the rank order of the

six premium king size, non low tar brands we included in the study . The overall

image score for Marlboro is depressed by its performance on the product related

attributes where it is seen as a harsh smoke and scores particularly lowly for smoking

enjoyment . Associated with the harshness rating, Marlboro is rated the strongest of

any of premium king size, non low tar brands we assessed . To a lot of smokers,

Marlboro KS is seen as 'not for people like me' and when this is linked to its

strong/harsh product image it predictably does not score well as a brand 'worth paying

a bit more for' . Marlboro's image is, of course, very masculine - more so than for

any other brand - and it also enjoys a relatively high association with successful

people .

We show below a comparison of the grouped scale responses for Marlboro KS and

the higher ranked brands (in terms of their overall image scores) on the

aforementioned attributes :

Harsh tasting

Strong

Not an enjoyable smoke

Not for people like me

Not worth paying a bit more for------------ -----------
More for men

For successful people

Marlboro
KS

(626)
%

58

76

44------------
49

45

B&H Special Embassy

	

Regal
Filter

	

No. l KS

	

KS

(640) (622) (580)

31 32 25

70 54 52

17 22 26------------------------------ ---
13 28 32

18 33 39---------------------------------
44 41 34
49 32 31

Amongst most often smokers of Marlboro KS, its overall image score of 5 .44 is

similar to that applicable to smokers of Embassy No .1 KS (5 .44), Regal KS (5.42) and

Silk Cut KS (5 .47), but below that for B&H Special Filter (5 .71 amongst its most

often smokers)

We only interviewed 34 most often smokers of Marlboro KS, so findings need to be

treated with caution, but indications are that smokers of this brand think particularly

highly of it for its association with 'successful people' (higher than amongst users of

any other brand) for its classy looking pack and its perception of being'an interesting

brand' .



Marlboro KS is remarkable for the particularly favourable image it enjoys amongst

graduates/undergraduates . At a lower level its image is also more favourable amongst

men and ABC1's . The overall image scores below demonstrate these demographic

differences . Comparisons are given with B&H Special Filter and Silk Cut KS, with

bracketed figures being the overall image scores indexed on the total sample score :

Relative to smokers generally, graduates/undergraduates score Marlboro KS

particularly more highly for :
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For being a fashionable brand and an interesting brand, Marlboro KS scores higher

than any other brand amongst graduates/undergraduates .

Overall image scores

Marlboro
KS

B&H Special
Filter
%

Silk Cut
KS
°Io

Total sample 3.95 5.25 4.56----------------------------------
Graduates/undergraduates 4.74 (120) 4.81 (92) 4.64 (102)

ABC1's 4 .23 (107) 5 .09 (97) 4.69 (103)

Men 4 .12 (104) 5 .20 (99) 4.42 (97)

Index
Scores

(based on
total sample)

For people like me 137

An enjoyable smoke 133

Worth paying a bit more for 129

Fashionable brand 128

See it advertised a lot 125

Interesting brand 124

Brand you see more of nowadays 123
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Rothmans KS seems to make very little appeal to young smokers . Its overall image

is clearly unfavourable with it scoring particularly badly on the 'for people like me'

attribute and in terms of fashionability . Related to the latter it is not associated with

younger people and is considered a brand you see less of nowadays . Rothmans KS

also scores poorly in terms of smoking enjoyment with it tending to be seen as a harsh

smoke. Below we show the attributes on which Rothmans KS scores particularly

poorly vs the average score achieved by the 3 top ranked brands in this sector - i.e

B&H Special Filter, Embassy No.1 KS and Regal KS:

Rothmans

	

Top 3 ranked

	

Mean
KS

	

brands - average

	

score
(610)

	

; difference
I

Overall image score

	

3.63

	

4.64

	

;

	

-1.01-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(NB. In presenting the data above we have scored the most favourable scale position

as +7)

For people like me 3 .01 4.81 -1 .80

Fashionable brand 3 .23 4.88
I

-1 .65
I

Enjoyable smoke 5 .35 4.92 -1 .39
I

Modern way of smoking 3 .38 4 .67 -1.29
I

Worth paying a bit more for 3 .15 4 .42 -1.27

Brand you see more of nowadays 3 .73 4 .94 -1 .21

More for younger people 3.15 4 .32 -1.17



Gauloises Blondes is the lowest ranked premium king size, non low tar brand . This
brand occupies an extreme position with a generally unfavourable image . In particular

the brand scores very poorly on the 'for people like me' attribute, whilst perceived as
harsh tasting and not an enjoyable smoke . Marked downratings for fashionability and
as a brand you see less of nowadays are predictable with Gauloises Blondes being

such a minor brand . More interestingly it is seen as a rather pretentious brand. These
findings are demonstrated below, with comparisons again given with the average for

the 3 top ranked brands in the sector (i .e . B&H Special Filter, Embassy No.1 KS,

Regal KS) .

Gauloises

	

Top 3 ranked

	

Mean
Blondes

	

brands - average ;

	

score
difference

(168)
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It should be remembered that the image ratings above for Gauloises Blondes are based

on the 26% of the total sample who are aware (after prompting) of this brand.

ABCl's and particularly graduates/undergraduates have a rather more favourable image

of Gauloises Blondes (specifically of the pack and of it being an interesting brand),

but still do not associate the brand with 'people like me' or younger people generally .

Amongst graduates/undergraduates it is also seen as a particularly strong and harsh

smoke.

Overall image score 3 .26 4.64 -1 .38-------------- ------------------
Brand see more of nowadays 2 .07 4.94 -2.87
For people like me 2 .48 4 .81 -2.33

I
Enjoyable smoke 2.72 4 .92 -2.20
Fashionable brand 3.07 4 .88 -1 .81

I
Not harsh tasting 2.92 4 .44 -1 .52

I
Worth paying a bit more for 2.93 4 .42 -1 .49

I
A straightforward/unpretentious
brand 3.34 4 .67 ; -1 .43
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Premium king size, low tar brands

Within the total sample of young smokers, Silk Cut KS predictably enjoys the most

favourable overall image, ahead of its 'stablemate' Silk Cut Ultra Low and Marlboro

Lights who fare similarly in terms of overall image strength. Camel Mild has an

Camel Mild has a very different image to both Silk Cut KS and Marlboro Lights

being seen as strong, harsh tasting and more for men. It is also seen as having a

cheap looking pack, whilst not being fashionable, the modern way of smoking or a

brand you see more of nowadays . The grouped scale responses below illustrate these

image features :

29

Camel
Mild

(521)
°Io

Silk Cut Marlboro
KS Lights

(637) (548)
°lo °Io

More for men 56 11 23

Harsh tasting 53 12 25

Strong 45 13 16

Cheap looking pack 49------------ 16 20--------------------
Brand you see less of nowadays 73 14 31

Not a fashionable brand 59 20 36

Not the modern way of smoking 50 16 29

unfavourable overall image:

Overall image scores

Silk Cut KS 4.56

Silk Cut Ultra Low 4.12

Marlboro Lights 4.09

Camel Mild 3.14
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The negative image features of Camel Mild continue to apply when we look within

low tar king size smokers specifically . Camel Mild is of course, something of a niche

brand and it does have its appeal, with graduates/undergraduates responding much

more favourably to this brand than smokers in general . However, as the overall image

scores below demonstrate, this finding also applies to Marlboro Lights, which overall

enjoys a more favourable image than even Silk Cut KS amongst the student/ex student

population.

Marlboro Lights poses the biggest threat to Silk Cut KS amongst the 18-24 age

group, and it is thus important to compare the images of these two brands . As we

have just seen, amongst smokers generally the Gallaher brands enjoys the more

favourable image . Silk Cut KS in particular scores more highly than Marlboro Lights

for not being harsh tasting, being a fashionable brand which you see more of

nowadays, and being for people like me. The association with women is also much

more pronounced for Silk Cut KS. Marlboro Lights on the other hand scores well for

its packaging - matching the rating of Silk Cut KS for having a classy looking pack,

and only just failing to do so for having an expensive looking pack . The score

achieved by Marlboro Lights for being an interesting brand also compares favourably

with Silk Cut KS. The grouped scales responses below illustrate the above findings :

Silk Cut
KS

(637)

Marlboro
Lights
(548)

Brand you see more of nowadays 68 40
More for women 67 43
Not harsh tasting 72 53
Fashionable brand 57 39
For people like me 41 28

Classy looking pack 46 44
Expensive looking pack 57 51
Interesting brand 38 36

Overall Image Scores
Graduates/

undergraduates
Total
Sample

Marlboro Lights 4.94 4 .09

Silk Cut KS 4.64 4 .56

Camel Mild 3.98 3 .14
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Both the above brands tend to have more favourable images amongst ABC1's, with

this particularly the case with Marlboro Lights . The latter also - as we saw earlier -

has a very favourable image amongst graduates/undergraduates where, in fact, it

enjoys a more favourable image than Silk Cut KS. The latter finding is accounted

for by the significantly more favourable ratings of Marlboro Lights (than Silk Cut KS)

for being :

worth paying a bit more for (.50)

Bracketed figures above are the mean score differences in favour of Marlboro Lights

amongst graduates/undergraduates .

A comparison of the overall image scores amongst users (at all) of Marlboro Lights

(5 .50) and Silk Cut KS (5 .26) puts the Marlboro brand marginally ahead. The

Marlboro Lights pack is again an issue here, with it being rated higher by users for

being expensive and classy looking . In image terms Marlboro Lights also enjoys

higher associations amongst its users (relative to Silk Cut KS amongst its users) with

younger and successful people, and people like me . Furthermore it is rated as a more

interesting brand.

Of the four low tar brands we assessed in the study, it is no surprise that Silk Cut

Ultra Low has the most extreme position as a mild smoke, which is not harsh tasting

and more for women. Less predictable is the fairly positive response to the Silk Cut

Ultra Low pack, with it matching the rating of the Marlboro Lights pack for being

expensive and classy looking . Furthermore on both these attributes, the scores

achieved by Silk Cut Ultra Low are only marginally below those applicable to its

sister brand Silk Cut King Size .

an interesting brand (.89)

an enjoyable smoke (.77)

classy looking pack (.63)

expensive looking pack (.51)
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In three respects Silk Cut Ultra Low significantly outperforms Marlboro Lights -

i .e as a straightforward/unpretentious brand, a brand you see more of nowadays and

the modern way of smoking. Marlboro Lights, however, holds the advantage as an

interesting brand which offers more smoking enjoyment . The lmg tar content of Silk

Cut Ultra Low probably makes the latter rating inevitable, but specific brand

advertising for Silk Cut Ultra Low could help boost future ratings as an interesting

brand .

Silk Cut KS predictably enjoys a more favourable overall image than Silk Cut Ultra

Low with it been the top selling brand in the sector. In particular the purple variant

scores notably higher than Ultra Low for smoking enjoyment, being for people like

me,a brand worth paying a bit more for and a fashionable brand .

A final encouraging point about Silk Cut Ultra Low is its positioning as more for

younger people, where it enjoys a similar rating to Marlboro Lights . Only B&H

Special Filter and Silk Cut KS score better on this attribute amongst the 10 king size

brands evaluated in the study .

Silk Cut Ultra Low enjoys a significantly more favourable overall image score (4.64)

than Marlboro Lights (4.22) amongst premium king size low tar smokers who are non

users of these two respective brands . However, this has to be expected with the great

majority of these non users currently smoking Silk Cut KS . It is still of interest to

compare the ratings of the two brands here, to ascertain where Silk Cut Ultra Low

particularly does better :

Mean score differences in favour of Silk
Cut Ultra Low (over Marlboro Lights)
amongst non users, currently smoking
another premium king size low tar brand

Modern way of smoking .73

For people like me .53

A straightforward/unpretentious brand .48

Brand you see more of nowadays .46

Classy looking pack .39

Not harsh tasting
1,69

More for women 1 .52

Mild 1 .37



The most extreme differences between the two brands are, of course, in terms of the

mildness, lack of harshness and femininity of Silk Cut Ultra Low. These, though will

not be positive image features to a lot of smokers

6.4

	

Regal Filter and Embassy Filter

Regal Filter enjoys a much more favourable image than the other sub king size brand,

Embassy Filter. This is general across attributes, but in particular Regal Filter is much

more associated with 'people like me' and younger people whilst also seen as a much

more fashionable and interesting brand . Reflecting this imagery, Regal Filter also

scores more highly for being the modern way of smoking. Regal Filter is clearly

recognised as a stronger smoke than the Embassy brand, but this seems a 'plus' point

with it scoring much more highly for being an enjoyable smoke. These differences

In addition to the above Regal Filter scores more highly for having a classy and

expensive looking pack, but Regal certainly does not have an extreme position in the

latter regard .

The image of Regal Filter is clearly at its most favourable amongst C2DE's .
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are illustrated below:

Regal Filter is :

Difference in mean
scores in favour of

Regal Filter

Enjoyable smoke .93

For people like me .88

The modern way of smoking .84

A fashionable brand .79

An interesting brand .75

For younger people .73

Strong .62



IDEAL BRAND RATINGS - MEAN SCORES

i

	

MOST OFTEN BRAND

	

i

	

SMOKE AT ALL

TOTAL i B&H Special Silk Cut Regal Embassy i Marlboro

	

Marlboro

	

Lambert &
i

	

Filter

	

KS

	

KS

	

No. I KS i

	

KS

	

Lights (any)

	

Butler KS

More for men

	

(+1)
- More for women

	

(+7)

More for older people

	

(+1)
- More for younger people

	

(+7)

For unsuccessful people

	

(+1)

= significant difference (at 95% level) from total sample rating

- For successful people

For people like me (+1) 2.49

i
I
; 2 .59 2.27 2.39 2.56

I '
I
; 2.48 2.42 2.65

- Not for people like me (+7) i i__ -__________-______-___-_______+_______-_________-_________
Classy looking pack (+1) 3.31 1 3.20 3.13 3.36 3.36 i 3.27 2.98 3,95
- Not a classy looking pack (+7) I

I
i
I

A cheap looking pack (+1) 4.78 i 4.99 4.89 4.58 4.71 i 4.96 5.17 4.49
- Expensive looking pack (+7) i

I
i
I

Pretentious brand (+1)
- Straightforward/ 4.50 I 4.40 4.52 4.58 4.64 I 4.64 4.41 4.64
unpretentious brand (+7) i I

A fashionable brand (+1) 3.05 i 3.12 3.12 2.92 2.92 i 2.98 3.08 2.97
- Not a fashionable brand (+7) i

I
i
I

Interesting brand (+1) 2.79 i 2.74 2.87 2.65 2.61 i 2.57 2.75 2.93
- Boring brand (+7) i i

Brand you see less of i i
nowadays (+1) 4.82 4.93 4.97 4.94 5.08 4.33 4.67 4.86

- Brand you see more of
nowadays (+7) i i

Worth paying a bit more for (+1)
- Not worth paying a bit 3.35 I 3.39 3.59 3.14 3.37 I 2.90 3.61 3.43
more for (+7) i I

The modern way of smoking (+1)
- Not the modern way of 3.36 I 3.42 3.30 3.25 3.29 I 3.36 3.49 3.38

smoking (+7) i I

You see it advertised a lot (+1) 3.72 i 3.55 3.66 3.47 3.76 I 3.62 3.86 3.72
- You rarely see it advertised (+7) i i------------- _------------------- --- ------------------------------------
Strong (+1) 3.70 i 3.28 4.90 3.47 3.59 i 2.77 4.44 3.72
- Mild (+7) 1

I
i
I

Harsh tasting (+1) 5.38 i 5.32 5.98 5 .37 5.32 i 4.76 5.51 5,27
- Not harsh tasting (+7) i

I
i
I

An enjoyable smoke (+1) 1 .70 i 1,80 1 .64 1 .58 1.53 i 1 .54 1 .61 1 .76
- Not an enjoyable smoke (+7) i

(640) 1
I

(146) (90) (80) (59) i
I

(71) (65) (104)

3.84 i
i

3 .61 4.30 3.63 3.75 i 3.29
i

3.72 4.18

4.49
I
i
i

4 .51 4.84 4.46 4.46
I
i 4.70
i

4.72 4.39

4.65
I
i 4.66 4.89 4.42 4.61

I
i 4.93 5.26 4.39



7.

	

'IDEAL' CIGARETTE RATINGS

For the purpose ofprofiling the groupings of smokers identified in the

cluster analysis, we measured consumer brand requirements via

respondents ratings of their 'ideal' cigarette . It is of interest though to

consider these 'ideal' cigarette ratings within users of the main brands

(see ratings in table opposite) .

Marlboro KS smokers

As is the case in so many respects, Marlboro KS smokers emerge as the most

individualistic in terms of their brand requirements . Firstly they radically differ from

other smokers in their marked requirement for a strong cigarette and their greater

acceptance of a harsher taste . Other attributes on which their requirements are distinct

is in requiring a brand which is 'more for men' and is 'worth paying a bit more for',

whilst their need to smoke a brand which you 'see more of nowadays' is below

average. At a lower level, but still a significant difference vs the total sample result,

Marlboro smokers display an above average predisposition for a brand associated with

'successful people' . The grouped scale responses below demonstrate these differences :
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Three marginal differences are the higher than average requirement of Marlboro

smokers for an 'interesting brand' with 'an expensive looking pack' which is 'more for

younger people'

Total
Sample

Marlboro
smokers at

KS
all

Ideal cigarette (640) (71)

Strong 43 74 (+31)

Not harsh tasting 69 53 (-16)

More for men 27 48 (+21)

Brand you see more of nowadays 52 37 (-15)

Worth paying a bit more for 52 66 (+14)

For successful people 39 47 (+8)
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Marlboro Lights smokers

The requirement of Marlboro Lights smokers for a brand for 'successful people' with

an 'expensive looking' and 'classy looking pack' comes across more strongly than for

smokers of any other brand .

At a lower level, like Marlboro KS smokers, the requirement of Marlboro Lights

smokers is also for a brand which is 'more for younger people' .

Predictably the biggest difference vs the total sample is in the requirement of

Marlboro Lights smokers for a mild cigarette .

Silk Cut KS smokers

The requirement for a mild cigarette which is not harsh tasting is at its most

pronounced amongst Silk Cut KS smokers - i .e . more so than amongst Marlboro

Lights smokers .

Silk Cut KS smokers also differ significantly from 18-24 year old smokers in general

in two other respects - their tendency to require a brand which is 'more for women'

and which is 'more for younger people' .

Total

	

Silk Cut KS
Sample

	

m.o smokers

Ideal cigarette

	

(640)

	

(90)
oJo %

Mild

	

26

	

59 (+33)

Not harsh tasting

	

69

	

80 (+11)-----------------------------------
More for women

	

18

	

30

	

(+12)

More for younger people

	

35

	

44

	

(+9)

It can be seen above that the requirement for a brand which is 'more for women'

although above average is certainly not pronounced .

Marginal differences applicable to Silk Cut smokers include their relatively high

requirement for a brand associated with 'successful people' (+7% vs total sample),

which they share with smokers of the Marlboro brands.
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Lambert & Butler KS smokers

The requirements of Lambert & Butler smokers are quite distinct from other brands,

with their relatively low concern for a 'classy looking' or 'expensive looking' pack or

for a brand associated with 'successful people' . Reflecting the Lambert & Butler KS

profile a slight tendency towards a brand which is 'more for women' also applies :

B&H Special Filter smokers

Smokers of B&H Special Filter differ significantly from 18-24 year old smokers

generally in only one respect - i.e . their requirement for a stronger cigarette .

Marginal differences are their requirement for a brand which is 'more for men' with

an 'expensive looking pack' . Grouped scale responses here are as follows :

Total

	

B&H Special Filter
Sample

	

m.o. smokers

Strong

	

43

	

56 (+13)

-----------------------------------More for men

	

27

	

34

	

(+7)

Expensive looking pack

	

50

	

57

	

(+7)

Total
Sample

Lambert &
KS smokers

Butler
at all

Ideal cigarette (640) (104)
°Io °10

Classy looking pack 51 32 (-19)

Expensive looking pack 50 39 (-11)

For successful people 39 30 (-9)

More for women 18 25 (+7)
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Other brand smokers

For smokers of Regal KS and Embassy No .1 KS no significant differences apply vs

the requirements of the total sample . However, the following marginal differences can

be commented upon:

Regal KS smokers

	

-

	

Regal KS smokers tend to require a brand which

is 'more for men' and which you see 'advertised

a lot' . However, the requirement for an

'expensive looking pack' is much lower than

amongst B&H Special Filter smokers with this

supported by their lower than average concern

for a brand associated with 'successful people' .

Apart though from Marlboro KS smokers, Regal

KS smokers express the most defined

requirement for a brand which is 'worth paying

a bit more for' .

Embassy No.1 KS smokers

	

-

	

These seem the least distinct group of smokers,

with the only points to note being their above

average requirement for a brand which you see

'more of nowadays' .



LIFESTYLES/SELF PERCEPTION/MOTIVATIONS - MEAN SCORES

I enjoy splashing out on a
good meal

	

(+5)

	

3.64

	

;

	

3.74

	

3.72

	

3.81

	

3.36

	

;

	

3.60

	

3.92

	

3.38_______________________________________-__________-________ __-_______+___________________________

I think health foods are only
bought by fanatics

	

(+1)

	

3.23

	

;

	

3.11

	

3.59

	

3.17

	

3.22

	

;

	

3.21

	

3.67

	

3.24--------------------------------------------- -_______+___________________________
FACTOR SCORE (2-10)

ENTHUSIASM FOR
PROMOTIONS

I always look out for
special offers

	

(+5)

I often go in for competitions

	

(+5)
----

	

---------------------- -_______+_-_____-___________________
FACTOR SCORE (2-10)

	

6,36

	

;

	

6.40

	

6.39

	

6.09

	

6.14

	

;

	

6.35

	

6.20

	

6.95

I

	

I
FASHION/APPEARANCE
CONSCIOUSNESS

	

i

	

i

I like to keep up with the
latest fashions

	

(+5)

	

3.55

	

1

	

3.66

	

3.50

	

3.75

	

3.34

	

1

	

3.18

	

3.52

	

3.64

1 consider myself to be a
very stylish person

	

(+5)

	

3.31

	

1

	

3.49

	

3.33

	

3.35

	

3.34

	

1

	

3.40

	

3.49

	

3.34

1 am not too concerned about

	

;

	

i
my appearance

	

(+1)

	

3.66

	

;

	

3.61

	

3.73

	

3.91

	

3.75

	

;

	

3.29

	

3.64

	

3.72_______________________________________-__________-________ __-_______.-._________________-_____-___

FACTOR SCORE (2-10) 7.61 ; 7.68 7.92 7.69 7.15 ; 7,85 8.22 7.05

FOLLOW THE CROWD ON
I I

HOLIDAY i
1

i
I

I prefer to take holidays off
the beaten track (+1) 3.09 i 3.12 3,18 3.16 3.07 i 2.42 2.72 3.06

I would never think of taking
a package holiday (+1) 3.63 ; 3.58 3.91 3.47 3.36 ; 3,62 3.69 3.57----------- ----------------------- -_______.-._______-_------------------------------------

2 ; 6.70 7.09 6.64 6.42 ; 6.04 6.41 6.63

ENVIRONMENTMEALTH
I I

CONCERNS i
I I

There is too much concern with
the environment (+1) 3.55 i 3.35 3.81 3.44 3,47 i 4.00 3 .94 3.58

6.78 ;

I
;

6.46 7.40 6.61 6.69 ;

1

7.20 7.61 6.82

3.69

i
I

i
I

3.74 3.64 3.51

I

3,66 i
I

3.62 3 .63 4,13

2.67 1 2.66 2.74 2.58 2.47 1 2.73 2.57 2.82

FACTOR SCORE (3-15) 10.52 ; 10.76 10.57 11 .01 10.42 ; 9,87 10.65 10.70
i

KEEP INFORMED
I I

I
I try to keel) up with developments

I

in technology (+5) 3.31 1 3.38 3,43 3.47 3.34 i 3 .87
I

3.45 3.13
I

I read the financial pages
of my newspaper (+5) 2.00 ; 1.82 2.16 2.03 1 .86 ; 2.34 2.43 1 .95--------------------------- ----------------------- -_______+___________------------------------------------FACTOR SCORE (2-10) 5,31 ; 5,20 5.59 5,50 5.20 ; 6.21 5.61 5.08

MOST OFTEN BRAND
I

TOTAL ; B&H Special Silk Cut Regal

SMOKE AT ALL
I

Embassy ; Marlboro Marlboro Lambert &
i Filter KS KS No, I KS i KS Lights (any) Butler KS

(640) i (146) (90) (80) (59) 1 (71) (65) (104)

FOREIGN FOOD/EATING OUT
I

I enjoy eating foreign food (+5) 3.97 1 3.94 4.20 3.87
I

3,80 1 4,25 4.30 3.67



8.

	

LIFESTYLE/SELF PERCEPTION/MOTIVATION

29 attitude statements were included on the questionnaires here, to

which respondents were asked to express their agreement or

disagreement using a 5 point scale . A factor analysis was carried out

on the statement responses, with 10 factors consistently emerging

across a range offactor solutions. Scores on each factor are shown

in the tables opposite and overleaf, within users of the main brands

Smoked by our sample of 18-24 year olds .

B&H Special Filter smokers

B&H Special Filter smokers tend to be representative of 18-24 year olds generally in

terms of their self perceptions/motivations . However, they do show some tendencies

to differ in respect of their 'live for today' attitude and their relatively low concern

with environmental, health and dietary issues . This is supported by their relatively

high agreement that 'my idea of a holiday is just to eat, drink and lie in the sun', and

to 'buy British' :
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Notes:

	

i)

	

Scores have been standardised by dividing the factor summary score
by the number of statements representing the factor . Thus all scores
are in the range +1 to +5.

ii)

	

* = significant differences vs total sample at 95% level

B&H Special Filter smokers

B&H Special
Filter

smokers

(146)

Total
sample

(640)

1

I

Difference
mean scores

"I buy British whenever I can" 3.24 3 .05 +.19

"I like to enjoy life and don't 3 .94 3 .77 +.17
worry about the future"

"My idea of a holiday is just to 3 .76 3 .59 1 + .17
eat, drink and lie in the sun"

Not concerned 3 .23 3.39 1 -.16
environment/health

I
Not concerned with 'lighter 2.38 2 .49 - .11
living'



LIFESTYLES/SELF PERCEPTION/MOTIVATIONS - MEAN SCORES

artificial additives

	

(+5)

	

2.72 ;

	

2.63

	

2.96

	

2.85

	

2.34

	

; 2.94

	

2.90

	

2.71_______________________________________-__________-______-_ _ _-_______-_______-_________-_________
FACTOR SCORE (3-15)

LIVE FOR TODAY

I like to enjoy life and don't
worry about tire future

	

(+5)

OTHER STATEMENTS

I buy British whenever I can

	

(+5)

I like to eat take-away meals (+5)

Low alcohol beers and lagers
are not worth drinking

	

(+5)

My idea of a holiday is just to
eat drink and lie in the sun

	

(+5)

1 am prepared to pay more for
a good quality wine

	

(+5)

I look on work as a career
rather than just a Job

	

(+5)

I usually buy a daily
newspaper

	

(+5)

7.47 ;

I

7.15 8.11 7.60 6.59 ;

I

8 .11 7.96 7.65

3.77

I

;

I

3.94 3.61 3.72

I

3,97 ;

I

4.06 3.62 3.67

3.05
I
; 3.24 2.92 3.16

I
2.91 ; 3.00 2.69 3.23

4.05
I
;
r
I

4.09 4.07 4.07
I

4.17 ;
t

I

3.92 3.78 4.13

3 .26 i 3 .37 3,24 3.26 3.53 i 3.34 3.15 3.06

3.59 ;
i

3.76 3.39 3.81 3 .66 ;
i

3.09 2.95 3.75

3.25
I
;

I

3.29 3.46 3.19
I

3.10 ;

I

3,37 3.86 2.95

3.35
11
i

I
3.40 3.49 3.45

.1
3.17 i

I
3.42 3.56 3.18

3.28 3,27 3,46 3,32 2.98 3.02 3.18 3.10

ENJOYMENT OF PUBS/

TOTAL

(640)

i MOST OFTEN BRAND i SMOKE AT ALL

; B&H Special Silk Cut Regal Embassy ; Marlboro Marlboro Lambert &
i Filter KS KS No . I KS i KS Lights (any) Butler KS
i (146) (90) (80) (59) i (71) (65) (104)

DRINKING i
I I

It's worth paying a bit extra
for a good pint (+5) 3.59 i 3.77 3.21 3.70 3.71 i 3.88 3 .55

I
3.34

I
I really enjoy a night out 11
at the pub (+5) 4.30 i 4.35 4.38 4.31 4.34 i 4.43 4.12 4.45
I like to try new drinks (+5) 3.99 ; 4.05 3.69 4.00 4.10 ; 4.12 4.19 4.05

--------------------- -_______-_________________-_________
FACTOR SCORE (3-15) 11 .88 ; 12.17 11 .28 12.01 12.15 ; 12.43 11,86 11 .83

s ~ x

IMAGE CONSCIOUS
I I

I
You can judge a person by

I

the car they drive (+5) 2.82 i 2.92 2.70 2.70 2.81 i 2.63 2,39 2.76
I like to stand out in a crowd (+5) 2.80 ; 2.92 2.76 2.75 2.86 ; 3.08 3.07 2,70----------------- +.------------------ --- ---------------------------------
FACTOR SCORE (2-10) 5.62 ; 5.84 5.46 5.45 5.68 ; 5.71 5.46 5,45

i

LIGHTER LIVING
I

I consider my diet to he
I

; ;
very healthy (+5) 2.91 i 2.88 3.01 2.98 2.76 i 2.96

I
2.82 2.96

I
My diet is mainly vegetarian (+5) 1 .84 1 1.64 2.14 1.78 1 .49 1 2.21 2.24 1 .91
I am prepared to pay more for
foods that don't contain
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Silk Cut KS smokers

Silk Cut KS smokers, like Marlboro smokers, are the most distinctive in terms of their

self perceptions/lifestyles . In contrast to B&H Special Filter smokers they are

concerned about environmental, health and dietary issues, whilst their ideal holiday

is not to 'eat, drink and lie in the sun' . Silk Cut KS smokers do though show an

above average willingness to 'follow the crowd' on holiday . Silk Cut KS smokers

enjoy foreign food and are prepared to 'pay more for a good quality wine' . The latter

though does not extend to willingness to pay extra for 'a good pint' (though this in part

will reflect the female profile bias) or be experimental in trying new drinks :

Regal KS smokers

The attitudes of Regal KS smokers do not significantly differ from 18-24 year olds

generally, although they have a liking for idle/indulgent holidays, they tend to be

fashion/appearance conscious, and have a low interest in special offers/competitions :

Regal KS smokers

Regal KS
smokers

(81 .1)

Total
sample

(640)

i
I

Difference
mean scores

"My idea of a holiday is just to eat, 3 .81 3.59 1 + .22
drink and lie in the sun"

I
Fashion/appearance conscious 3 .67 3.51

I
+.16

Not enthusiastic for promotions 3.05 3.18 -.13

Silk Cut KS
smokers

Total
sample

1

I
I

Difference
mean scores

Silk Cut KS smokers (90) (640)
I

"It's worth paying a bit extra for a 3.21 3.59 - .38*
good pint"

Concerned about environment/health 3.70 3.39 ~ + .31

"I like to try new drinks" 3.69 3.99 - .30*

"I enjoy eating foreign food" 4.20 3 .97 +.23*

"I am prepared to pay more for a 3 .46 3 .25 +.21
good quality wine"

Concerned about 'lighter living' 2 .70 2.49 i + .21

"My idea of a holiday is just to eat, 3 .39 3.59 1 - .20
drink and lie in the sun"

Follow the crowd on holiday 3 .55 3.36 1 + .19*



Embassy No.1 smokers

Embassy No.1 smokers are the least likely of any brand user group to have any

'lighter living' dietary concerns, with this supported by their rejection of low alcohol

beers and lagers . Although they do not particularly enjoy foreign food or 'splashing

out on a good meal', they tend to have a 'live for today' attitude and a low likelihood
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of buying a daily newspaper :

Embassy No.1 Total Difference
smokers sample i mean scores

Embassy No.1 smokers (59) (640)
I

"I usually buy a daily newspaper" 2.98 3.28 -.30

Not concerned 'lighter living' 2.20 2 .49 I 29*

"Low alcohol beers and lagers are not 3.53 3 .26 + .27
worth drinking"

Foreign food/eating out 3.58 3 .81 - .23*

"I like to enjoy life and don't worry 3.97 3.77 + .20
about the future"
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Marlboro KS smokers

The attitudes of Marlboro KS smokers are, as we have seen elsewhere in this study,

very distinct . They above all other smokers like to keep themselves informed (i.e .

keeping up to date with developments in technology and by reading the financial

pages), whilst their idea of a holiday is certainly not to just 'eat, drink and lie in the

sun' . Supporting the latter they are also the least likely to want to 'follow the crowd'
on holiday . Whilst Marlboro smokers certainly like to 'live for today' and clearly

enjoy pubs and drinking and foreign food/eating out, they are not irresponsible . They

emerge in fact as quite concerned about environmental and 'lighter living' issues .

Finally, perhaps as an expression of their perceived individualism, they do not display

any great concerns with their appearance or keeping up with the latest fashions :

Marlboro Lights smokers

Marlboro Lights smokers are also very distinct in the attitudes they express . In

particular they reject the idea of idle/indulgent holidays, show a high level of

willingness to 'pay more for a good quality wine' and are concerned with

environment/health issues . Other differences are their rejection of the idea of 'buying
British', their desire to keep informed and the relative importance they attach to their
jobs . A final point is that Marlboro Lights smokers show the least enthusiasm for
'take-away' meals :

Marlboro KS smokers

Marlboro KS
smokers

(71)

Total I
sample ;

I
(640)

Difference
mean scores

"My idea of a holiday is just to eat, 3 .09
i

3 .59 - .50*
drink and lie in the sun"
Keep informed 3.11 2.66

I
+ .45

"There is too much concern about the 4.00 3 .55 + .45*
environment" (disagree = +5)

I
Not follow the crowd on holiday 3.02 3 .36 - .34*
"I like to enjoy life and don't worry 4.06

I
3 .77 +.29*

about the future" ;

"I enjoy eating foreign food" 4.25 3 .97 1
I

+.28*
Not fashion/appearance conscious 3 .29 3 .51

I
-.22*

Concerned about 'lighter living' 2.70 2.49
I

+.21
Enjoy pubs/drinking 4.14 3.96 +.18*



Lambert & Butler smokers emerge as by far the most enthusiastic for special offers

and competitions whilst being the least prepared to 'pay more for a good quality wine'.

Their liking of foreign food and eating out is also well below average, whilst like

B&H Special Filter smokers they show some inclination to 'buy British' :

42

Marlboro Lights
smokers

Total
sample

Difference
mean scores

Marlboro Lights smokers (65) (640)

"My idea of a holiday is just to eat, 2.95 3 .59 - .64*

drink and lie in the sun"

"I am prepared to pay more for a 3 .86 3 .25 1 + .61
good quality wine"

Concerned about environment/health 3 .81 3 .39 +.42*

"I buy British whenever I can" 2.69 3 .05 - .36*

Keep informed 2.94 2.66 + .28*

"I like to eat take-away meals" 3 .78 4 .05 - .27*

"I look on work as a career rather 3 .56 3 .35 1 + .21
than just a job"

Lambert & Butler KS smokers

Lambert & Butler smokers

Lambert &
Butler
smokers

(104)

Total
sample

(640)

Difference
mean scores

I

Enthusiastic for promotions 3.48 3.18 +.30

"I am prepared to pay more for a 2.95 3.25 -.30
good quality wine"

Foreign food/eating out 3 .53 3.81 - .28

"I buy British whenever I can" 3 .23 3 .05 + .18



TECHNICAL APPENDIX

1.

	

The Sample

640 interviews were conducted with smokers of 2 or more cigarettes a day, aged 18-

24 years . The total sample included 40 booster interviews with Silk Cut KS smokers,

with this over-representation subsequently corrected by computer weighting .

Interviews were conducted in accordance with quota controls of sex and social grade :

In addition to the above a brand quota was imposed which varied by region :

RG Region

	

Brand Quota

Scotland, North,

	

Regal KS, Silk Cut KS, any
Yorkshire/Humberside, North

	

other
West, Wales

Anglia, South West, West and East

	

Embassy No.1 KS, Silk Cut KS,
Midlands

	

any other

South East, Greater London

	

Marlboro, Silk Cut KS, any other

QUOTA
SET

%

SAMPLE
ACHIEVED

No. %

SEX: Male 50 324 51

Female 50 316 49

SOCIAL ABC1 40 254 40
GRADE: C2DE 60 386 60

640



2. Fieldwork

Interviewing was carried out nationally in 66 local authority districts, although at the

request of Gallaher, Glasgow was excluded .

SCOTLAND
Clydesdale
Dundee
Edinburgh - North West
Edinburgh - North East
Kirkaldy
Motherwell
West Lothian

NORTH
Copeland
Langbaurgh
South Tyneside
Sunderland - South
Teesdale

YORKSHIRE & HUMBERSIDE
Great Grimbsy
Kingston-upon-Hull
Leeds - East
Selby
Sheffield - South West
Wakefield - West

NORTH WEST
Crewe & Nantwich
Lancaster
Manchester Central
Oldham
St .Helens
Stockport - West
Stockport - East
Trafford

WEST MIDLANDS
Birmingham - South East
Birmingham - South West
Dudley - South
Hereford
Sandwell - North
Shrewsbury
Solihull

EAST MIDLANDS
Corby
Charnwood
Leicester
Newark

EAST ANGLIA
Great Yarmouth
Peterborough

WALES
Merthyr Tydfil
Newport
Rhuddlan
Swansea

SOUTH WEST
Bath
Plymouth
South Hams
Woodspring

SOUTH EAST/GREATER LONDON
Barking & Dagenham
Bexley
Brent
Bromley
East Hampshire
Fareham
Greenwich
Harrow
Hounslow
Islington
Luton
North Bedfordshire
Reading
Redbridge
Richmond-upon-Thames
Rother
Sevenoaks
Southampton
Sutton



Fieldwork was carried out either in the home or at place of work, with the latter

including universities/colleges . The numbers of interviews allowed outside the home
was, however, controlled .

Fieldwork was carried out by Quota Search Ltd between November 24th and

December 7th 1994 . Quota Search is a member company of the IQCS, and their

standard quality control procedures involve the work of a minimum of 10% of

interviewers (their entire quota of work) on each survey being checked by telephone

or postally where the respondent has no telephone . In addition interviewers are
accompanied by Supervisors, at the time of interviewing, bi-annually .

Data Processing

Data processing on this survey was carried out by Digitab Ltd .

Definition

Weight of smoking is defined as follows:

Sample Profile

A profile of the sample on various characteristics is given below and overleaf :

(Note:
with Silk Cut KS most often smokers)were

Heavy
Medium
Light

data above is weighted,

smoke 20 or more cigarettes per day

smoke 15-19 cigarettes per day
smoke 2-14 cigarettes per day

in the unweighted sample 14% of interviews

(640)

BRANDS (MAIN) B&H Special Filter 24 (50)
SMOKE MOST

Regal KS 13 (26)
OFTEN
(Bracketed figures = Embassy No.1 KS 10 (25)
brands smoked at all)

Silk Cut KS 10 (21)

Lambert & Butler KS 7 (16)

Marlboro KS 6 (11)

Marlboro Lights KS 4 (7)

Berkeley Superkings 3 (7)

Kensitas Club KS 3 (5)

John Player Superkings 2 (5)

Royals KS 2 (5)



Sample Profile
(continued)

(640)
°In

WEIGHT OF 2-5 4
SMOKING 6-9 7

10-14 24

15-19 22

20-24 30

25-29 6

30 or more 7

RESIDENCE Live with spouse/partner 23

Live with parents 44

Live with family/friends 19

Live alone 13

UNIVERSITY/ Achieved/studying for 12
OTHER DEGREE



THE QUESTIONNAIRE



MARKET TRENDS LTD .

	

92, East Street, Epsom, Surrey KT17 1EZ

'LACE OF INTERVIEW:

	

Home 1

	

Work 2

CLASSIFICATION

A. SEX

	

Male

B. SOCIAL GRADE
What is the occupation of the chief
income earner of the household exactly?

BRAND QUOTA (from 03)

EMBASSY NUMBER 1 KING SIZE

MARLBORO (ANY)

REGAL KING SIZE

SILK CUT KING SIZE

OTHER BRAND

AB

WRITE IN :

	

C1

Position :

	

C2

Industry:

	

DE

Qualifications :

YOUNG SMOKERS MARKET STUDY

I JOB NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER SAMPLE POINT INTERVIEWER NUMBER

(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)

9 1 1 6 9 8

INTERVIEW START INTERVIEW LENGTH
TIME WRITE IN : (MINUTES)

VAME OF RESPONDENT DECLARATION: I certify that this interview has been carried out in
MR/MRS/MISS/MS : accordance with written instructions, with the person named opposite. I

further certify that the respondent is not a friend or relative of mine, and I
4DDRESS have not interviewed him/her on any survey in the last six months .

INTERVIEWER SIGNATURE :

INTERVIEWER NAME :
(BLOCK CAPITALS) :

COST CODE : I II I I I DATE OF INTERVIEW :

"EL NO, (INCL AREA CODE) DAY OF INTERVIEW:

IF NO TELEPHONE CODE HERE 2



911/698

01a

	

ALL ADULTS (18-24 YRS)
I'm from Specialist Field Resources, a market
research company . Could you tell me which
of these age groups you come in?

SHOW CARD X - CLOSE IF NOT IN 18-24
AGE GROUP

01b

	

ALL 18-24 YEAR OLDS
And what was your age on your last
birthday?

02

	

Do you smoke packeted cigarettes - that is
two or more a day, on average?

03 IF 'YES' AT 02
Which one brand of cigarettes do you smoke most often nowadays? Please tell me its full name.
IF NEED TO CLARIFY BRAND SMOKED SAY : Is that king size, longer or shorter than king size?
AND ASK FOR COLOUR OF PACK

BENSON 8 HEDGES SPECIAL FILTER KING SIZE
(GOLD PACK . RED WRITING)

BENSON b HEDGES SPECIAL MILD KING SIZE (GOLD
PACK . BLUE WRITING)

BENSON 8 HEDGES SUPERKINGS (RED PACK)
BENSON 6 HEDGES SUPERKINGS LIGHTS (BLUE

PACK)
BENSON d HEDGES 100s (GOLD PACK)

________.__ BENSON d HEDGES XL (TORTOISESHELL)

BERKELEY SUPERKINGS (MAROON PACK)
BERKELEY SUPERKINGS MILD (GREY AND PALE

BLUE)
BERKELEY SUPERKINGS MENTHOL (GREY AND

CAMEL LIGHTS
CONSULATE MENTHOL KING SIZE

CRAVEN A KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)
CRAVEN A KING SIZE SPECIAL MILD

CRAVEN A KING SIZE MENTHOL
CRAVEN ASUPERKINGS

DICKENS d GRANT KING SIZE (MAROON, GOLD
BAND)

DICKENS d GRANTSUPERKINGS (MAROON. GOLD
BAND)

DORCHESTER KING SIZE (BLACK)
DORCHESTER EXTRA MILD KING SIZE (WHITE)
DORCHESTER MENTHOL KING SIZE (GREEN)

DORCHESTER SUPERKINGS (BLACK)

DORCHESTER EXTRA MILD SUPERKINGS
DORCHESTER MENTHOL SUPERKINGS

DUNHILL KING SIZE (RED)
DUNHILL LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)

DUNHILL ULTIMATE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND
GREY)

DUNHILL INFINITE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL (LONGER LENGTH) (RED)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL SUPERIOR MILD (LONGER

LENGTH)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL MENTHOL (LONGER

LENGTH)
DUNHILL LUXURY LENGTH

EMBASSY NO,1 KING SIZE (WHITE . RED STRIPE)
EMBASSY MILD KING SIZE (WHITE . PALE BLUE

EMBASSY FILTER (WHITE . RED STRIPE)
GAULOISES (ANY)

JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL KING SIZE (BLACK)
JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE)

JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS (GOLD. BLACK STRIPES)
JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS LIGHTS (GOLD NAVY

STRIPES)
JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS ULTRA LIGHTS (WHITE .

GOLD STRIPES)
JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS MENTHOL (GOLD,

r,nccr., oTnm-

- 1 -

YOUNG SMOKERS MARKET STUDY

(20)

2
3

BLACK CAT SUPERKINGS (BLACK) I

	

0
CAMEL X

(21)
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

9
0
X

(22)
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8

9
0

X

6

7

6

V .

(23)
1
2
3
4
5

WRITE IN AGE

18-24

OTHER AGE GROUP

A

O

ROUTE

01b

CLOSE

03

CLOSE

NOW GO TO 04

KENSITAS CLUB KING SIZE (GOLD/NAVY)
(2a)

1
KENSITAS CLUB MILD KING SIZE (SILVERINAVY) 2

KENSITAS KING SIZE (RED/GOLD) 3
KENSITAS MILD KING SIZE (PALE BLUE/GOLD)---------------------------- 4

-------------------

(25)
LAMBERT 8 BUTLER KING SIZE (SILVER) 1

LAMBERT d BUTLER LIGHTS KING SIZE____-_ (GOLD) 2

MARLBORO KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED) 3
MARLBORO LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND GOLD) 4

MARLBORO 100s (WHITE AND RED) 5
LIGHTS 100s (WHITE ANO-------MARLBORO GOLD)-6-

~__r_________KINGMAYFAIR SIZE (NAVY) 7

PETER STUYVESANT LUXURY LENGTH 8
PETER STUWESANT EXTRA MILD LUXURY LENGTH 9

PETER STUYVESANT KING SIZE 0

RAFFLES t00s (BLACK) X
RAFFLES 100s LIGHTS-------------------- (WHITE) V

(26)
_____-___________________________RED BAND (ANY)

-----------------
1

REGAL KING SIZE (WHITE, BLUE STRIPE) 2
REGAL MILD KING SIZE (WHITE, PALE BLUE STRIPE) 3

REGAL FILTER (WHITE . BLUE STRIPE)------------- --------------------------------
4

---
ROTHMANS KING SIZE (WHITE AND BLUE) 5

ROTHMANS KING SIZE LIGHTS 6
ROTHMANS ROYALS KING SIZE 25's (WHITE AND

RED) 7
ROTHMANS ROYALS LIGHTS 25's KING SIZE

(WHITE AND SKY BLUE) 8
ROTHMANS INTERNATIONAL (LONGER_- LENGTH) 9

(27)
SILK CUT KING SIZE (WHITE d PURPLE SQUARE) 1
SILK CUT EXTRA MILD KING SIZE (PALE PURPLE

SQUARE) 2
SILK CUT ULTRA LOW KING SIZE (WHITE SQUARE

WITH PURPLE LETTERING) 3
SILK CUT MENTHOL KING SIZE (WHITE AND

GREEN SQUARE) 4

SILK CUT 100s (PURPLE SQUARE . SAME AS KING
SIZE BUT LONGER LENGTH) 5

SILK CUT EXTRA MILD 100's (LONGER LENGTH WITH
-_-__________________PALE PURPLE SQUARE) 6

SILK CUT FILTER TIPPED/REGULAR (WHITE AND RED
SQUARE) 7

____SILK CUT NO,3 (WHITE 8 ROYAL BLUE SQUARE) e

ASUPERKINGS (Check whether John Player . Benson d
Hedges or other brand and circle appropriate code)

OTHER BRAND (Write in) (28)



READ OUT: The survey we are carrying out will take about 45 minutes. At the end of the interview I will give you
a packet of cigarettes (DON'T MENTION BRAND) as a token of our appreciation .

04

06

ALL RESPONDENTS
Could I now just check whether you,
or any members of your household or
family are employed in any of these
occupations?

SHOW CARD A

05

	

IF 'NONE OF THESE' AT 02
About how many cigarettes on
average, do you smoke a day?

Apart from . . . . . . . (BRAND AT 03), what other brands do you smoke quite often?
FULL BRAND NAMES, IF NEED TO CLARIFY BRAND SMOKED SAY:
Is that king size, longer than king size or shorter than king size?
AND ASK FOR COLOUR OF PACK .

BENSON 6 HEDGES SPECIAL FILTER KING SIZE
(GOLD PACK, RED WRITING)

BENSON d HEDGES SPECIAL MILD KING SIZE (GOLD
PACK, BLUE WRITING)

BENSON d HEDGES SUPERKINGS (RED PACK)
BENSON 6 HEDGES SUPERKINGS LIGHTS (BLUE

PACK)
BENSON 6 HEDGES 1005 (GOLD PACK

BENSON 6 HEDGES XL (TORTOISESHELL)

BERKELEY SUPERKINGS (MAROON PACK)
BERKELEY SUPERKINGS MILD (GREY AND PALE

BLUE)
BERKELEY SUPERKINGS MENTHOL (GREY AND

GREEN)----------- ---------------------------------
BLACK CAT SUPERKINGS (BLACK)

CAMEL
CAMEL MILD--------------------------------------------------

CAMEL LIGHTS
CONSULATE MENTHOL KING SIZE

CRAVEN A KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)
CRAVEN A KING SIZE SPECIAL MILD

CRAVEN A KING SIZE MENTHOL
CRAVEN A SUPERKINGS

DICKENS 8 GRANT KING SIZE (MAROON, GOLD
BAND)

DICKENS d GRANT SUPERKINGS (MAROON . GOLD
BAND)-----------

	

---------------------------
DORCHESTER KING SIZE (BLACK)

DORCHESTER EXTRA MILD KING SIZE (WHITE)
DORCHESTER MENTHOL KING SIZE (GREEN)

DORCHESTER SUPERKINGS (BLACK)

DORCHESTER EXTRA MILD SUPERKINGS
DORCHESTER MENTHOL SUPERKINGS

DUNHILL KING SIZE )RED)
DUNHILL LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)

DUNHILL ULTIMATE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND
GREY)

DUNHILL INFINITE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL (LONGER LENGTH) (RED)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL SUPERIOR MILD (LONGER

LENGTH)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL MENTHOL (LONGER

LENGTH)

_________»_
DUNHILL LUXURY LENGTH_

EMBASSY NO .1 KING SIZE (WHITE. RED STRIPE)
EMBASSY MILD KING SIZE (WHITE . PALE BLUE

.. . . .....w__». .. . .... . ... ...... . .. . ...STRIPE).

EMBASSY FILTER (WHITE, RED STRIPE)
GAULOISES ZANY)

JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL KING SIZE (BLACK)
JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE)

JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS (GOLD, BLACK STRIPES)
JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS LIGHTS (GOLD NAVY

STRIPES)
JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS ULTRA LIGHTS (WHITE .

GOLD STRIPES)
JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS MENTHOL (GOLD.

GREEN STRIPES)

1301

6

7

6

2
3

5

6

9

0
x
V

1311
t
2
3
a
5
6

7

9
0
X

(32)
1
2
3

5
8
7

6

9
0

X

_ V .
(33)
1
2
3
a
S

What others? PROBE FOR

(34)
KENSITAS CLUB KING SIZE (GOLD/NAVY) 1

KENSITAS CLUB MILD KING SIZE (SILVERINAVY) 2
KENSITAS KING SIZE (RED/GOLD) 3

KENSITAS MILD KING SIZE (PALE BLUE/GOLO)
------------------------

4
---------------

(35)
LAMBERT d BUTLER KING SIZE (SILVER) 1

LAMBERT 6 BUTLER LIGHTS KING SIZE (GOLD) 2

MARLBORO KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)
MARLBORO LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND GOLD) 0

MARLBORO 1005 (WHITE AND RED) 5
MARLBORO LIGHTS 1005 (WHITE AND GOLD) _ _6

MAYFAIR KING SIZE (NAVY) 7

PETER STUYVESANT LUXURY LENGTH 6
PETER STUYVESANT EXTRA MILD LUXURY LENGTH 9

PETER STUYVESANT KING SIZE--------------- 0-------------------------
RAFFLES 1005 (BLACK) X

RAFFLES 100s LIGHTS (WHITE)-------------------------------
V

------------ ---
136)

RED BAND (ANY)--------------------------------------------
I

---

REGAL KING SIZE (WHITE BLUE STRIPE) 2
REGAL MILD KING SIZE (WHITE . PALE BLUE STRIPE) 3

REGAL FILTER (WHITE . BLUE STRIPE)-------------------------------------
ROTHMANS KING SIZE (WHITE AND BLUE)

---
5

ROTHMANS KING SIZE LIGHTS 6
ROTHMANS ROYALS KING SIZE 25'5 (WHITE AND

RED) 7
ROTHMANS ROYALS LIGHTS 25'5 KING SIZE

(WHITE AND SKY BLUE) 8
ROTHMANS INTERNATIONAL (LONGER LENGTH) 9

(37)
SILK CUT KING SIZE (WHITE d PURPLE SQUARE) 1
SILK CUT EXTRA MILD KING SIZE (PALE PURPLE

SQUARE) 2
SILK CUT ULTRA LOW KING SIZE (WHITE SQUARE

WITH PURPLE LETTERING)
SILK CUT MENTHOL KING SIZE (WHITE AND

SQUARE)_ _ _ GREE
-t__

SILK CUT 1005 (PURPLE SQUARE . SAME AS KING
SIZE BUT LONGER LENGTH) 5

SILK CUT EXTRA MILD 10rrs (LONGER LENGTH WITH
PALE PURPLE SQUARE) 6

SILK CUT FILTER TIPPED/REGULAR (WHITE AND RED
SQUARE) 7

SILK CUT NO,3 (WHITE d ROYAL BLUE SQUARE) 8

` SUPERKINGS (Check whether John Player, Benson 3
Hedges Or Other brand and circle appropriate code)

OTHER BRANDS (Write in) (38)

NO OTHER BRAND SMOKED X

DON'T KNOW V

-2-

MARKET RESEARCH A ROUTE
ADVERTISING B
JOURNALISM C

PUBLIC RELATIONS D CLOSE
MARKETING E

SALE OR MANUFACTURE OF CIGARETTES
OR TOBACCO F

-----------------
NO - NONE OF THESE N 05

(29)
2-5 1
6-9 2

10-14 3
15-19 4
20-24 5
25-29 6
30-34 7 SEE

35 OR MORE 8 NOTE
(DON'T KNOW) 9 BELOW



BENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL

_7a
(39)

7b
(40)

Q7a

Q7b

Q8a

Q8b

ALL RESPONDENTS
Which one brand of cigarettes
do you think is the top selling
brand in the UK?

And which one brand do you
think is most commonly smoked
by people in your age group -
that is 18-24 year olds?

Could you now suppose that you went into a shop to buy . . . . . . . . (BRAND AT Q3), and found that it wasnot in stock . Which brand would you probably buy instead?

And let's now suppose that . . . . . . . . . (BRAND AT 03) was taken off the market altogether, which l~ brandwould you probably smoke regularly instead?
PROBE FOR FULL BRAND NAME AT Q8a/b, ASKING FOR PACK COLOUR/SIZE IF NECESSARY .

BENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL FILTER KING SIZE
(GOLD PACK. RED WRITING)

BENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL MILD KING SIZE (GOLD
PACK, BLUE WRITING)

BENSON & HEDGES SUPERKINGS (RED PACK)
BENSON & HEDGES SUPERKINGS LIGHTS (BLUE

PACK)
BENSON & HEDGES 100s (GOLD PACK)

BENSON & HEDGES XL (TORTOI-----------SESHELU_

BERKELEY SUPERKINGS (MAROON PACK)
BERKELEY SUPERKINGS MILD (GREY AND PALE

BLUE)
BERKELEY SUPERKINGS MENTHOL (GREY AND

__________________________________________GREEN)

BLACK CAT SUPERKINGS (BLACK)
CAMEL

______________________________________CAMEL MILD_

CAMEL LIGHTS
CONSULATE MENTHOL KING SIZE

CRAVEN A KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)
CRAVEN A KING SIZE SPECIAL MILD

CRAVEN A KING SIZE MENTHOL
CRAVEN A SUPERKINGS

DICKENS & GRANT KING SIZE (MAROON . GOLD
BANG)

DICKENS & GRANT SUPERKINGS (MAROON . GOLD
---------------------------------

--------

_BAND)_

DORCHESTER KING SIZE (BLACK)
DORCHESTER EXTRA MILD KING SIZE (WHITE)
DORCHESTER MENTHOL KING SIZE (GREEN)

~_~~_______DORCHESTER SUPERKINGS (BLACK)

DORCHESTER EXTRA MILD SUPERKINGS
DORCHESTER MENTHOL SUPERKINGS

DUNHILL KING SIZE (RED)
DUNHILL LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)

DUNHILL ULTIMATE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND
GREY)

DUNHILL INFINITE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL (LONGER LENGTH) (RED)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL SUPERIOR MILD (LONGER

LENGTH)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL MENTHOL (LONGER

LENGTH)
_____._._______ ._____ .___ DUNHILL LUXURY LENGTH.

EMBASSY NO t KING SIZE (WHITE . RED STRIPE)
EMBASSY MILD KING SIZE (WHITE. PALE BLUE

EMBASSY FILTER (WHITE. RED STRIPE)
GAULOISES (ANY)

JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL KING SIZE (BLACK)JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE)
JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS (GOLD . BLACK STRIPES)

JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS LIGHTS (GOLD NAVY
STRIPES)

JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS ULTRA LIGHTS (WHITE .
GOLD STRIPES)

JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS MENTHOL (GOLD,
GREEN STRIPES)

2
3

4
5
6

7

e

_9__

0
X

(42)
1
2
3
4
5
6

9

X

7

_g_ .
9
0
x
V_

(47)
I
2
3
4

5
6
7

8

._V
(44)

I
2
3
4
5

6

7

e

6

7

6

8b
145)

5
6
7

8

9
0

x

2
3

4
5

8

0
X

(46)
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

(47)
I
2
3
4

. V .

(48)
I
2
3
4
5

ROUTE

Q8a

ea So
(49) (54)

KENSITAS CLUB KING SIZE (GOLD/NAVY) 1 t
KENSITAS CLUB MILD KING SIZE (SILVER/NAVY) 2 2

KENSITAS KING SIZE (RED/GOLD) 3 3
KENSITAS MILD KING SIZE (PALE BLUE/GOLD) 4 4

(50) (55)
LAMBERT & BUTLER KING SIZE (SILVER) I t

LAMBERT & BUTLER LIGHTS KING SIZE (GOLD) 2 2

MARLBORO KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED) 3 3
MARLBORO LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND GOLD) 4 4

MARLBORO 100s (WHITE AND RED) 5 5
MARLBORO LIGHTS 100s (WHITE AND GOLD) 6 6

MAYFAIR KING SIZE (NAVY) 7 7

PETER STUWESANT LUXURY LENGTH 8 a
PETER STUYVESANT EXTRA MILD LUXURY LENGTH 9 9

PETER STUYVESANT KING SIZE 0 0--------
RAFFLES loos (BLACK)

----------------------
X X

RAFFLES 100s LIGHTS (WHITE)------------- V V

(51)

----------

(561
RED BAND (ANY) I 1
--------- -----

REGAL KING SIZE (WHITE BLUE STRIPE) 2 2
REGAL MILD KING SIZE (WHITE . PALE BLUE STRIPE) 3 3

REGAL FILTE R (WHITE. BLUE STRIPE_) 4 4

ROTHMANS KING SIZE (WHITE AND BLUE) 5 5
ROTHMANS KING SIZE LIGHTS 6 6

ROTHMANS ROYALS KING SIZE 25's (WHITE AND
RED) 7 7

ROTHMANS ROYALS LIGHTS 25's KING SIZE

)ROTHMANS INTERNATIONAL (LONGER LENGTH) 9 9

152) (57)
SILK CUT KING SIZE (WHITE & PURPLE SQUARE) I I
SILK CUT EXTRA MILD KING SIZE (PALE PURPLE

SQUARE) 2 2
SILK CUT ULTRA LOW KING SIZE (WHITE SQUARE

WITH PURPLE LETTERING) 3 3
SILK CUT MENTHOL KING SIZE (WHITE AND

GREEN SQUARE) 4 4

SILK CUT 100s (PURPLE SQUARE . SAME AS KING
SIZE BUT LONGER LENGTH) 5 5

SILK CUT EXTRA MILD 100'3 (LONGER LENGTH WITH
PALE PURPLE SQUARE) 6 6

SILK CUT FILTER TIPPED/REGULAR (WHITE AND RED
SQUARE) 7 7

SILK CUT NO .3 (WHITE & ROYAL BLUE SQUARE) 8 8

A SUPERKINGS (Check whether John Player . Benson &
Hedges or other band and circle appropriate code)

OTHER BRAND (Write n) (53) (581
-08a-
"08b

WOULD GO TO ANOTHER SHOP TO BUY THEM X

WOULD NOT SMOKE ANOTHER BRANDIWOULD GIVE
UP SMOKING X

(DON T KNOW) V V

FILTER/BENSON & HEDGES/BENSON'S 1 1
BERKELEY 2 2

EMBASSY NO.1/NO1/EMBASSY 3 3
K_EN_SIT_AS_CL_UB/KENSITAS 4 4

MARLBORO
_
5
_ _

5
REGAUEMBASSY REGAL 6 6

ROTHMANS 7 7
SILK CUT 8 8

OTHER (Write in)
~Q7a
-+Q7b
NO IDEA/DON'T KNOW L V V



Can you tell me the names of all the
brands of cigarettes which you have seen
advertised recently?
PROBE : What others? SEVERAL TIMES

CODE 1ST BRAND MENTIONED IN
FIRST COLUMN, AND ALL OTHER
BRANDS IN SECOND COLUMN

FOR EACH BRAND MENTIONED : Can
you tell me its full name?

BENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL FILTER
BENSON & HEDGES SUPERKINGS

BENSON & HEDGES (unspec)
BERKELEY (ANY)

CAMEL
CAMEL MILD

CAMEL LIGHTS

EMBASSY NO.1
EMBASSY FILTER

EMBASSY (unspec)
GAULOISES (ANY)

JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL
JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS (ANY)

JOHN PLAYER (unspec)
--------------
KENSITAS CLUB/KENSITAS

MARLBORO KING SIZE
MARLBORO LIGHTS
MARLBORO (unspec)

---------------
REGAL KING SIZE

REGAL FILTER

REGAUEMBASSY REGAL (unspec)
ROTHMANS ROYALS

ROTHMANS KING SIZE
ROTHMANS (unspec)

-------------
SILK CUT KING SIZE

SILK CUT EXTRA MILD
SILK CUT ULTRA LOW

SILK CUT (unspec)
OTHER (Write in)

NONE
(DON'T KNOW/CAN'T REMEMBER)



010 ALL RESPONDENTS
Can you now tell me the names of aH the cigarette brands you can think of - regardless of whetheryou've seen them advertised or not . PROBE: What others? SEVERAL TIMES UNTIL RESPONDENTUNABLE TO THINK OF ANY MORE BRANDS .

ALL RESPONDENTS
Can you now tell me the names of aH the cigarette brands you can think of - regardless of whetheryou've seen them advertised or not . PROBE: What others? SEVERAL TIMES UNTIL RESPONDENTUNABLE TO THINK OF ANY MORE BRANDS .

PROBE FOR FULL BRAND NAME, ASKING FOR PACK COLOUR/SIZE IF NECESSARY.
PROBE FOR FULL BRAND NAME, ASKING FOR PACK COLOUR/SIZE IF NECESSARY.

BENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL FILTER KING SIZEBENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL FILTER KING SIZE
(GOLD PACK . RED WRITING)

BENSON 8 HEDGES SPECIAL MILD KING SIZE (GOLD
(GOLD PACK . RED WRITING)

BENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL MILD KING SIZE (GOLD
PACK . BLUE WRITING)

BENSON & HEDGES SUPERKINGS (RED PACK)
PACK . BLUE WRITING)

BENSON & HEDGES SUPERKINGS (RED PACK)
BENSON & HEDGES SUPERKINGS LIGHTS (BLUEBENSON & HEDGES SUPERKINGS LIGHTS (BLUE

PACK)
BENSON & HEDGES 100s (GOLD PACK)

PACK)
BENSON & HEDGES 100s (GOLD PACK)

BENSON 8 HEDGES XL (TORTOISESHELLBENSON & HEDGES XL (TORTOISESHELL)___________)------------ ------
BERKELEY SUPERKINGS (MAROON PACK)BERKELEY SUPERKINGS (MAROON PACK)

BERKELEY SUPERKINGS MILD (GREY AND PALEBERKELEY SUPERKINGS MILD (GREY AND PALE
BLUE)BLUE)

BERKELEY SUPERKINGS MENTHOL (GREY ANDBERKELEY SUPERKINGS MENTHOL (GREY AND
---____________________________ GREEN)GREEN)--- ___________----------------------------------------

---BLACK CAT SUPERKINGS (BLACK)BLACK CAT SUPERKINGS (BLACK)
CAMELCAMEL

CAMEL MILDCAMEL MILD--------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ----------

CAMEL LIGHTSCAMEL LIGHTS
CONSULATE MENTHOL KING SIZECONSULATE MENTHOL KING SIZE

CRAVEN A KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)CRAVEN A KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)
CRAVEN A KING SIZE SPECIAL MILD

CRAVEN A KING SIZE MENTHOL
CRAVEN A KING SIZE SPECIAL MILD

CRAVEN A KING SIZE MENTHOL
CRAVEN A SUPERKINGSCRAVEN A SUPERKINGS

DICKENS 8 GRANT KING SIZE (MAROON . GOLDDICKENS & GRANT KING SIZE (MAROON . GOLD
BAND)BAND)

DICKENS & GRANT SUPERKINGS (MAROON . GOLDDICKENS & GRANT SUPERKINGS (MAROON . GOLD
----- BAND)_____ BANp)BAND)---------------------- -- __________---------------

DORCHESTER KING SIZE (BLACK)
DORCHESTER EXTRA MILD KING SIZE (WHITE)
DORCHESTER MENTHOL KING SIZE (GREEN)

DORCHESTER KING SIZE (BLACK)
DORCHESTER EXTRA MILD KING SIZE (WHITE)
DORCHESTER MENTHOL KING SIZE (GREEN)

_________________ DORCHESTER SUPERKINGS (BLACK)-------DORCHESTER SUPERKINGS (BLACK)---------------- ---- ----------------------------------------

DORCHESTER EXTRA MILD SUPERKINGSDORCHESTER EXTRA MILD SUPERKINGS
DORCHESTER MENTHOL SUPERKINGSDORCHESTER MENTHOL SUPERKINGS

DUNHILL KING SIZE (RED)
DUNHILL LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)

DUNHILL KING SIZE (RED)
DUNHILL LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)

DUNHILL ULTIMATE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE ANDDUNHILL ULTIMATE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND
GREY)GREY)

DUNHILL INFINITE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE)DUNHILL INFINITE LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL (LONGER LENGTH) (RED)DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL (LONGER LENGTH) (RED)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL SUPERIOR MILD (LONGERDUNHILL INTERNATIONAL SUPERIOR MILD (LONGER

LENGTH)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL MENTHOL (LONGER

LENGTH)
DUNHILL INTERNATIONAL MENTHOL (LONGER

LENGTH)LENGTH)
- DUNHILL LUXURY LENGTH

EMBASSY NO.1 KING SIZE (WHITE . RED STRIPE)
EMBASSY MILD KING SIZE (WHITE . PALE BLUE

STRIPE)

(65)

7

9
0
X

2
3

8

0
X
V

1
2
3
4
5
6

(67)
1
2
3
4

8

9
0

X

5
6
7

KENSITAS CLUB KING SIZE (GOLD/NAVY)KENSITAS CLUB MILD KING SIZE (SILVER/NAVY)
KENSITAS KING SIZE (RED/GOLD)

KENSITASMILDKING SIZE (PALEBLUE/GOLD)__________-
---------------------------------------

LAMBERT & BUTLER KING SIZE (SILVER)_______LAMBERT & BUTLER LIGHTS KING SIZE (GOLD)-------------------------------------------
MARLBORO KING SIZE (WHITE AND RED)MARLBORO LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE AND GOLD)

MARLBORO 1005 (WHITE AND RED)_________MARLBORO LIGHTS 100s (WHITE AND GOLD)-----------------------------------------

------------------------MAYFAIR KING SIZE (NAVY)-----------------
PETER STUYVESANT LUXURY LENGTHPETER STUYVESANT EXTRA MILD LUXURY LENGTH

_____________________PETER STUYVESANT KING SIZE-----------------------------
RAFFLES 100s (BLACK)

------------------- __ RAFFLES
-100s LIGHTS (WHITE)

REGAL KING SIZE (WHITE, BLUE STRIPE)REGAL MILD KING SIZE (WHITE . PALE BLUE STRIPE)_______________ REGAL FILTER (WHITE_ BLUE STRIPE)-----------------
ROTHMANS KING SIZE (WHITE AND BLUE)

ROTHMANS KING SIZE LIGHTSROTHMANS ROYALS KING SIZE 25's (WHITE AND
RED)ROTHMANS ROYALS LIGHTS 25's KING SIZE

(WHITE AND SKY BLUE)______ ROTHMANS INTERNATIONAL (LONGER_LENGTH)----------------------------------

SILK CUT KING SIZE (WHITE $ PURPLE SQUARE)SILK CUT EXTRA MILD KING SIZE (PALE PURPLE
SQUARE)SILK CUT ULTRA LOW KING SIZE (WHITE SQUARE

WITH PURPLE LETTERING)
SILK CUT MENTHOL KING SIZE (WHITE AND

---------------------------------GREEN SQUARE)
SILK CUT 100s (PURPLE SQUARE, SAME AS KING

SIZE BUT LONGER LENGTH)SILK CUT EXTRA MILD 100's (LONGER LENGTH WITH
---------------------------PALE PURPLE SQUARE)
SILK CUT FILTER TIPPED/REGULAR (WHITE AND RED

SQUARE)______ SILK CUT NO_3 (WHITE 8 ROYAL BLUE SQUARE)
A SUPERKINGS (Check whether John Player, Benson &

Hedges or other brand and circle appropriate code)
(68)EMBASSY FILTER (WHITE . RED STRIPE) 1

GAULOISES (ANY) 2
JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL KING SIZE (BLACK) 3

JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL LIGHTS KING SIZE (WHITE) 4
JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS (GOLD. BLACK STRIPES) 5

JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS LIGHTS (GOLD NAVY
STRIPES) 6

JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS ULTRA LIGHTS (WHITE .
GOLD STRIPES) 7

JOHN PLAYER SUPERKINGS MENTHOL (GOLD .
GREEN STRIPES) 8



Q11a

Q11b

011c

ALL RESPONDENTS - SHOW PHOTOGRAPH
Which of the brands in this photograph have your seen or heard of before?

MAKE SURE RESPONDENT LOOKS AT EACH BRAND BY POINTING AT EACH ONE AND SAYING . . .
Have you heard of this one, this one, etc . . . . .? CODE EACH HEARD OF BELOW.

And which of these brands have you ever bought to smoke yourself? AGAIN TAKE RESPONDENT
THROUGH EACH BRAND. Have you bought this one, this one, etc . . .? CODE EACH BOUGHT BELOW.
And thinking about the brands you have bought (PHOTOGRAPH STILL ON DISPLAY), are there any
brands here that you would not buy again?

BENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL FILTER (B)

CAMEL MILD (C)

EMBASSY NO.1 KS (E)

EMBASSY FILTER (H)-----------------------------
GAULOISES BLONDES (J)

MARLBORO KS (M)

MARLBORO LIGHTS (L)-----------------------------
REGAL KING SIZE (R)

REGAL FILTER (T)

ROTHMANS KS (O)

SILK CUT KS (S)

SILK CUT ULTRA LOW (U)

NONE HEARD OF/BOUGHT

NONE - WOULD NOT BUY AGAIN

Q.12

	

ALL RESPONDENTS

Here is an example of how to do this :

I SMOKE MORE WHEN
I'M WITH OTHER PEOPLE

DEFINITELY
AGREE

D O

On the next two pages are a number of things which other people have said to us about cigarette smoking .
I would like you to show me how much you agree or disagree by ticking me of the boxes alongside each .

TEND TO

	

I AM

	

TEND TO

	

DEFINITELY
AGREE

	

NOT SURE

	

DISAGREE

	

DISAGREE

n

HAND RESPONDENT QUESTIONNAIRE TO SELF COMPLETE NEXT 2 PAGES

D D

This person tended to agree that he smokes more when he is with other people . If he had definitely agreed
he would have ticked the box on the left. If he had disagreed he would have ticked one of the two boxes on
the right (depending on how strongly he felt) . If he was not sure, he would have ticked the box in the middle.

Now please go to the next two pages and fill in the boxes, putting a tick in one of the boxes against each
statement to show how much you agree or disagree .

Q11a
HEARD OF

/SEEN BEFORE

Q11b
EVER

BOUGHT

Q11c
WOULD tLQI
BUY AGAIN

(74)

1

(76)

1

(78)

1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5

6 6 6

7 7-----------------------------------------------------7

8 8 8

9 9 9

(75) (77) (79)

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 -

- - 5



The cheaper the cigarette you buy, the
rougher the smoke becomes

I have to go without other things to be
able to smoke

People are always trying to encourage
me to give up smoking

It's important to have an attractive
looking pack

I like to see advertisements for my brand

Low tar cigarettes are more socially
acceptable

I smoke to help me relax

I am very concerned about the health
risk of smoking

There are still a lot of smokers around

I smoke more when I go out

I expect I will always smoke cigarettes

Cheaper cigarettes can be as good as the
more expensively priced ones

I like to try new brands when I
see them on sale

I smoke more when I'm worried
about something

Smoking still has a touch of glamour

I sometimes like to smoke a different
brand for a change

DEFINITELY

	

TEND TO

	

I AM

	

TEND TO

	

DEFINITELYAGREE

	

AGREE

	

NOT SURE

	

DISAGREE

	

DISAGREE

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

0

D

D

D

D

0

D

D

D

D

D

0

D

D

D

0

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

0

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

OFFICE USE: START CARD 2

0

0

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

(10-25)

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D



I don't think I smoke enough for smoking
to affect my health

I like to smoke something different
from the rest of the crowd

You cannot taste low tar cigarettes

A lot of brands have packaging which is
too pretentious and overdone for me

I never feel embarrassed about lighting up,
even when I'm with non smokers

I wish I'd never started smoking

An expensive brand looks prestigious

I like my brand to have advertising
which is interesting and different

It's worth sacrificing a bit of strength
and taste to get a lower tar level

I like to smoke when I'm out having
a good time

I am not too bothered about what the
pack itself looks like

I hardly ever compare the prices of
cigarette brands

I have no desire to give up smoking

I enjoy the 'buzz' you get from smoking
cigarettes

A cheap cigarette looks embarrassing

I like to smoke what my friends smoke

DEFINITELY

	

TEND TO

	

I AM

	

TEND TO

	

DEFINITELY
AGREE

	

AGREE

	

NOTSURE

	

DISAGREE

	

DISAGREE

D

D

D

D

CJ

0

D

D

D

D

0

D

0

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

DuDDDDuDDD

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

DDuDD0uDuDDDDDDD

(26-41)

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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ALL RESPONDENTS - SHOW
PHOTOGRAPH

Which of these brands, if any, have
you seen advertised recently? What
others of these?

BENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL FILTER (B)
CAMEL MILD (C)

EMBASSY NO .1 (E)
EMBASSY FILTER_ (H)

GAULOISESBLONDES (J)
MARLBORO KING SIZE (M)

MARLBORO LIGHTS (L)
REGAL KING SIZE (R)

REGAL FILTER m
ROTHMANS KING SIZE (O)

SILK CUT KING SIZE (S)
SILK CUT ULTRA LOW (U)

SILK CUT ULTRA LOW (U)

MARLBORO LIGHTS (L)
CAMEL MILD (C)

ROTHMANS KING SIZE (O)

GAULOISES BLONDES (J)

SILK CUT KING SIZE (S)
MARLBORO KING SIZE (M)

REGAL KING SIZE (R)

EMBASSY NO.1 (E)
BENSON & HEDGES SPECIAL FILTER (B)

REGAL FILTER (T)

EMBASSY FILTER (H)

Q'S 14-16 ARE TO BE ASKED FOR BRANDS YOU HAVE TICKED ABOVE .

NONE
(DON'T KNOW/CAN'T REMEMBER)

TICK BELOW BRANDS SEEN ADVERTISED (FROM PHOTO) AND CODED AT 013 (NB BRANDS LISTED IN DIFFERENORDER)

SELECT 3 BRANDS TO ASK ABOUT, BY STARTING AT THE TOP OF THE LIST AND TAKING THE FIRST 3BRANDS TICKED

WRITE THE FULL NAME OF EACH BRAND IN THE BOXES AT 014, Q15 AND Q16 (ONE BRAND PER QUESTION)
IF ONLY 2 BRANDS TICKED ABOVE, ASK Q14 AND Q15 AND THEN GO TO Q17

IF ONLY 1 BRAND TICKED ABOVE, ASK Q14 AND THEN GO TO Q17

IF NO BRAND TICKED ABOVE, GO TO Q17



- to-

WRITE IN 1ST SELECTED BRAND HERE -10

I'd like to ask you about the advertising you saw recently for . . . . . . . (BRAND
SHOWN ABOVE) . Can you tell me everything you remember about the
advertising - everything you remember seeing, and everything the advertising
was trying to say.
PROMPT : What else can you remember about it?
PROBE FULLY

015

	

WRITE IN 2ND SELECTED BRAND HERE -3'

Now can you tell me about the advertising you saw recently for . . . . . . . (BRAND
SHOWN ABOVE) . Can you tell me everything you remember about the
advertising - everything you remember seeing, and everything the advertising
was trying to say.
PROMPT : What else can you remember about it?
PROBE FULLY

016

	

WRITE IN 3RD SELECTED BRAND HERE -~

Now can you tell me about the advertising you saw recently for . . . . . . . (BRAND
SHOWN ABOVE) . Can you tell me everything you remember about the
advertising - everything you remember seeing, and everything the advertising
was trying to say.
PROMPT: What else can you remember about it?
PROBE FULLY
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ALL

RESPONDENTS

_ft_

SHUFFLE

PACK OF 11 MINI PHOTOGRAPHS OF CIGARETTE BRANDS

.

PLACE RATING BOARDS AND

MINI

PHOTOGRAPHS IN FRONT OF RESPONDENT

.

On

these cards are some pairs of descriptions of cigarette brands

.

I would like you to place each photograph

on

to this board to show how each description applies to the brand

.

The closer to the statement on the left you

place

the brand photograph, the more you think that statement applies, and the closer to the right you place

the

photograph, the more you think that other statement applies

.

TAKE

BRAND WHICH APPEARS ON TOP OF STACK OF SHUFFLED PHOTOGRAPHS AND PUT RATING

BOARD

WITH 'STRONG/MILD' SCALE IN FRONT OF RESPONDENT

.

So, for example, if I thought this brand

a

very strong cigarette, I would place the photograph here (Position 1)

.

If I thought it a very mild cigarette, I

would

place it here (Position 7), and if 1 felt it is neither strong nor mild, I would place it here (Position 4)

.If

on the other hand, I thought it a mild cigarette, but not very mild, I would place the photographs in one of

these

two positions (POINT TO POSITIONS 5 AND 6)

.

So,

as I said, the closer you place the photograph towards the statement on the left, the more you think that

description

applies and the closer to the right, the more you think the other description applies

.

You

may place as many, or as few brands as you wish in each position, or even none

.

REPLACE

PHOTOGRAPH USED FOR THE EXAMPLE IN THE PACK, RESHUFFLE AND HAND TO

RESPONDENT.

NOW

START WITH STATEMENT AT THE TOP OF THE GRID OVERLEAF, BY PLACING THE

CORRESPONDING

RATING BOARD IN FRONT OF THE RESPONDENT

.

WAIT

UNTIL THE RESPONDENT HAS COMPLETELY FINISHED PLACING ALL BRANDS FOR THE 1ST

PAIR

OF STATEMENTS AND THEN WRITE IN THE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO EACH BRAND'S

POSITION

ON THE RATING BOARD IN THE GRID OVERLEAF - THEN GO TO THE NEXT STATEMENT

AND

SO ON, UNTIL ALL BRANDS HAVE BEEN RATED ON ALL 16 PAIRS OF STATEMENTS

.



BENSON & CAMEL EMBASSY GAULOISES MARLBORO MARLBORO REGAL REGAL ROTHMANS SILK CUT SILK CUT
HEDGES MILD NO, 1 BLONDES KING SIZE LIGHTS KING FILTER KING SIZE KING SIZE ULTRA
SPECIAL SIZE LOW
FILTER

(B) (C) (E) (J) (M) (L) (R) (T) (0) (S) (U)

(53) (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) WRITE IN
MORE FOR POSITION
MEN/WOMEN

A BRAND YOU SEE (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) WRITE IN
LESS OF/MORE OF POSITION
NOWADAYS

START CARD-2 (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) WRITE IN
A CLASSY/NOT A POSITION
CLASSY LOOKING
PACK

(21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) WRITE IN
AN ENJOYABLE/NOT AN POSITION
ENJOYABLE SMOKE

(32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) WRITE IN
MORE FOR OLDER/ POSITION
YOUNGER PEOPLE

(43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) WRITE IN
AN INTERESTING/ POSITION
BORING BRAND

(54) (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) (64) WRITE IN
POSITION

STRONG/MILD r

FOR UNSUCCESSFUL/ (65) (66) (67) (68) (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) (75) WRITE IN
SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE POSITION

r



i

w
D

BENSON &
HEDGES

CAMEL EMBASSY GAULOISES MARLBORO MARLBORO REGAL REGAL ROTHMANS SILK CUT SILK CUT
SPECIAL

MILD NO . 1 BLONDES KING SIZE LIGHTS KING SIZE FILTER KING SIZE KING SIZE ULTRA
FILTER LOW

(B) (C) (E) P) (M) (L) (R) (T) (O) (S) (U)
START CARD A

WORTH/NOT WORTH
(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) WRITE IN

PAYING A BIT MORE POSITION
FOR

YOU SEE IT
ADVERTISED A

(21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) WRITE IN
LOT/RARELY SEE IT POSITION
ADVERTISED

FOR/NOT FOR PEOPLE
(32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) WRITE IN

LIKE ME POSITION

A FASHIONABLE/NOT A
(43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) WRITE IN

FASHIONABLE BRAND POSITION

HARSH/NOT HARSH
(54) (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) (64) WRITE IN

TASTING POSITION

CHEAP/EXPENSIVE
(65)

(66) (67)

(68) (69) (70) (71) (72)
(73) (74) (75) WRITE IN

LOOKING PACK POSITION

START CARD 5 (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)THE MODERNINOT THE (19) (20) WRITE IN
MODERN WAY OF POSITION
SMOKING .-

A PRETENTIOUS/ (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) -(27) (28)STRAIGHTFORWARD, (29) (30) (31) WRITE IN
UNPRETENTIOUS POSITION
BRAND .-
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ALL RESPONDENTS

GO THROUGH EXAMPLE WITH RESPONDENT

BURNS SLOWLY D

I would now like you to tell me what your 'ideal' cigarette would be like . This would be your 'ideal' cigarette
for smoking on a regular basis .

On the page I will hand you are some pairs of phrases with opposite meanings, all applying to cigarettes . You
can show me what your 'ideal' cigarette would be like by ticking one of the boxes for each pair of phrases .
Here is an example of what I mean :

BURNS QUICKLY

This person would like his 'ideal' cigarette to burn quite slowly . If he had wanted it to burn very slowly , he
would have ticked the first box on the left . If he had wanted his 'ideal' cigarette to burn quickly . he would
have ticked one of the three boxes on the right . And if his 'ideal' cigarette would burn neither slowly nor
quickly, he would have ticked the middle box .

So you see, the nearer to the left hand side you tick the more you think that phrase applies and the nearer
the right hand side you tick the more you think that phrase applies .

MAKE SURE RESPONDENT UNDERSTANDS WHAT TO DO, AND THEN TURN OVER PAGE AND HAND
QUESTIONNAIRE TO RESPONDENT TO FILL IN .



MORE FOR MEN

A BRAND YOU SEE
LESS OF THESE DAYS

A CLASSY LOOKING
PACK

AN ENJOYABLE
SMOKE

MORE FOR OLDER
PEOPLE

AN INTERESTING
BRAND

STRONG

FOR UNSUCCESSFUL
PEOPLE

WORTH PAYING A BIT
MORE FOR

YOU SEE IT
ADVERTISED A LOT

FOR PEOPLE LIKE ME

A FASHIONABLE
BRAND

HARSH TASTING

CHEAP LOOKING
PACK

THE MODERN WAY OF
SMOKING

A PRETENTIOUS
BRAND

0
O
0
0
0
D
0
D
D
0
D
D
0
D
D
D

D
D
0
D
D
D
F]
D
D
0
u
D
D
D
0

MY 'IDEAL' CIGARETTE

0
D
D
0
D
El
F]
El
D
0
F]
D
D
D
F]
D

0
0
D
0
u
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
u
D
D

-15-

0
0
D
0
Ll
Ll
D
D
O
F]
D
D
D
D

D
D
0
D
D
F]
F]
D
0
D
0
D
D
D
O

D

D
D

D

MORE FOR WOMEN

D A BRAND YOU SEE MORE
OF THESE DAYS

D NOT A CLASSY LOOKING
PACK

0 NOT AN ENJOYABLE
SMOKE

0 MORE FOR YOUNGER
PEOPLE

A BORING BRAND

MILD

D FOR SUCCESSFUL
PEOPLE

D NQI WORTH PAYING A
BIT MORE FOR

0 YOU RARELY SEE IT
ADVERTISED

r7l NOT FOR PEOPLE
LIKE ME

D NQI A FASHIONABLE
BRAND

NOT HARSH TASTING

D EXPENSIVE LOOKING
PACK

NQI THE MODERN WAY
OF SMOKING

D A STRAIGHTFORWARD
UNPRETENTIOUS BRAND

(32-47)
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ALL RESPONDENTS

On the next two pages are a list of things which other people have said to us about themselves, their general
attitudes and the way they like to spend their time .

I would like you to show me how much you personally agree or disagree with each of these statements on the
following pages, by ticking Ono of the boxes alongside each .

Here is an example of how to do this :

I HATE GARDENING

This person tended to agree that she hated gardening . If she had definitely agreed she would have ticked the
box on the left . If she had disagreed she would have ticked one of the two boxes on the right (depending on
how strongly she felt) . If she was not sure, she would have ticked the box in the middle .

Now please fill in the boxes below and overleaf, putting a tick in one of the boxes against each statement to
show how much you agree or disagree .

I like to enjoy life and
don't worry about the future

I try to keep up with
devolopments in technology

I consider myself to be
a very stylish person

I buy British
whenever I can

I prefer to take holidays
off the beaten track

I like to eat
take-away meals

I really enjoy a night
out at the pub

1 always look out
for special offers

I consider my diet to
be very healthy

Low alcohol beers and
lagers are not worth drinking

There is too much
concern with the environment

I often go in
for competitions

DEFINITELY

	

TEND TO

	

I AM

	

TEND TO

	

DEFINITELY
AGREE

	

AGREE

	

NOT SURE

	

DISAGREE

	

DISAGREE

DEFINITELY

	

TEND TO

	

I AM

	

TEND TO

	

DEFINITELY
AGREE

	

AGREE

	

NOT SURE

	

DISAGREE

	

DISAGREE

D

D

0

D

0

D

D

0

D

D

D

0

D

D

O

0

D

0uDuDDDD

u

DDDDDDD0DDDD

D

D0DD0DD0DO0u
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I read the financial pages of
my newspaper

It's worth paying extra
for a good pint

You can judge a person by the
car they drive

I like to stand out
in a crowd

My idea of a holiday is just
to eat, drink and lie in the sun

I am prepared to pay more for a
good quality wine

My diet is mainly vegetarian

I like to keep up with the
latest fashions

I look on work as a career
rather than just a job

I usually buy a daily newspaper

I enjoy splashing out on
a good meal out

I am prepared to pay more for
foods that don't contain artificial
additives

I enjoy eating foreign food

I am not too concerned about
my appearance

I would never think of taking
a package holiday

I like to try new drinks

I think health foods are only
bought by fanatics

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

DDDDDDD

00DDDDDDDDDDDDDDD

DEFINITELY

	

TEND TO

	

I AM

	

TEND TO

	

DEFINITELY
AGREE

	

AGREE

	

NOT SURE

	

DISAGREE

	

DISAGREE

D

0

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
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0.20 ALL RESPONDENTS (77) ROUTE

Finally, can I collect a few details about I LIVE WITH MY HUSBAND/WIFE OR
yourself . Which of these categories do PARTNER 1
you fit into? SHOW CARD B

I LIVE WITH MY PARENTS 2

of I LIVE WITH OTHER FAMILY OR
FRIENDS 3

Q[ I LIVE ALONE 4 Q.21

0.21 And what educational qualifications, have
you got, or are currently studying for? GCSE's 6
SHOW CARD C

'A' LEVELS 7

A UNIVERSITY OR OTHER DEGREE 8

NONE OF THESE 9 0.22

0.22 Thank you very much indeed for your time
and assistance . I'd like to give you a
packet of cigarettes as a token of our
appreciation .

Which would you prefer Benson & Hedges B&H SPECIAL FILTER B
Special Filter or Silk Cut King Size?
OBVIOUSLY DON'T SAY THIS, IF SILK CUT KING SIZE S
YOU'VE RUN OUT OF ONE OF THE
BRANDS! CLASS'




